
Bismillaah hir rahmaan nir raheem. Auzobillaahi minash shaitaan nir rajeem. 

AlhamduLillaahi Rabil Aalameen. 

             

Attentiion Mankind! The most Amazing News for all! Quran’s 27:82 

big Miracle has happened now ! The Most Mysterious prophecised 

Daabbatul Ard of Quran 27:82  & Hadiths (Revealed as Angel 

Gabriel in Peacock Form) has spoken for Christ Jesus the Mahdi 

Mohammad Mowdood Aihmad Khan (myself) as mankind didn’t 

believe him (me) despite of all signs. It all happened in 2015 A.D. at 

Nalgonda dist., Bhongir, Raigir, Telangana, India! Miracle of Quran !! 

Compare all scenes with given signs of Daabbatul Ard & then believe. 

     
Daabbatul Ard (Beast of the Earth) Revealed as Angel Gabriel in 

Peacock Form! Sealed prophecies practically opened. Quran 27:82, 

Hadiths, Bible & Yezidis said Daabbatul Ard is Angel Jibraeel in 

Peacock form who has spoken for Mahdi. Now no more Daabbatul Ard 

will ever emerge from real Makkah’s Safa Hill! Mohammed (s)’s 

metaphorical visions prophecies interpretations came true in India. 

Quran 27:82 Prophecy of Daabbatul Ard Fulfilled in 2015 A.D. 

                                                   



It’s not a joke or “take it easy” matter! It’s a big World’s end miracle 

Sign for all Muslims! It’s my big proof of being true Jesus Mahdi. 

Investigate in detail here! Now Sunrise from west isready! Safa hills of 

Makkah were metaphorically used in Prophet’s prophecies 

misunderstood as literal by people. Daabbatul Ard is a complete 

Miracle scene of Quran, Hadiths & Bible! It’s signs were in riddle 

sealed prophecies & nowrevealed! It’s news by internet media is 

already accessable by all. 

Quran 27:82:-And when word of end will be ready upon them, We will 

bring out for them a beast from earth (Daabbat)speaking to them, as 

mankind were not believing in Our Signs(Jesus the Mahdi). (Note:-End’s 

10 big “Signs (Aayaats)”of hadiths have 2 main alive bunch of signs 

(Aayaats) as Jesus of 2nd coming the Mahdi who is rejected by people 

& his opponent Maseeh Dajjaal the Antichrist 666). 

 
 
Ignorant fools standing on hell door now say like this, “How come 
such big matter Daabbatul Ard of Quran 27:82 is Angel Jibraeel (a) in 
Peacock form, speaking for you the Mahdi, Are you mad, joking or 
fooling others? Why Jesus Mahdi need Peacock to certify him? We 
know it’s going 2B from Makkah Safa hill during world’s end with 
Moses (a)’s stick & Solomon (a)’s ring but not here in India. All 
animals & birds make noises on calls, its science but not Allaah’s 
miracle? Where it’s written in Quran, Hadiths & Bible that Peacock is 
Beast of Quran 27:82 going to speak for Mahdi? We never heard this! 
We don’t believe this, you are not Jesus! Peacock is there since long 
& none of Muslim Scholars identified it as Peacock as Daabbatul Ardh 
of Quran 27:82 till now!” 



             

                           
 
My answers to you all such above Unbelievers are given below! Why 
you ignorants talk about Holy prophecies when don’t want to see 
them coming true & deny B4 full research? U Hypocrites as usual! Kill 
your ignorance 1st. Muslim scholars are not Jesus the Mahdi to reveal 
sealed prophecies of end. Quran, Hadiths, Yezidis of Iran, Bible OT & 
NT spoke about the Peacock in riddle form which none of you could 
ever understand it.  Allah himself kept it secret. 

 



 

Your own misunderstanding about metaphorical prophecies 
as real. That’s great mistake of yours. Correct yourself first. 
Safa Marwah hills of Makkah were metaphorically used in the prophecies. 
It’s emergence is a complete Miracle scene of Quran, Hadiths& Bible! All 
wise Muslim scholars & Maseeh Dajjaal failed to gain this fact! Allaah 
spoke of Hoopoe (Hud Hud) & ants also in Quran? Kill your ignorance first! 
Many intelligent people failed to find out the Quran’s 27:82 prophecised 
speaking animal & failed. Is it not a shame 4U! Still you are unbelieving, 
rejecting me the Jesus Mahdi without research? Some foolish Ahmadiyya 
of MGAQ believed Rat plague germs without even 1% true proofs to be 
Daabbat of Quran 27:82 & many are still hunting around. When I gave 
100%proofs then Why U deny? Are you always ready to deny most 
scientific miracles of Allaah? Why do you expect his Heaven then? You 
haven’t seen Allaah but believed his books! Compare all signs & see! 
Complete prophetical scene is the miracle! 
Simple Holy truth is hard for you & being just ignorant your suggestions 
won’t effect Allaah’s Messiah & his peaceful mission! First collect all the 
signs of Daabbatul Ardh in one book as I did then recognize it. Otherwise 
you cannot judge being an ignorant caught up in so many confusions. First 
gain complete knowledge then say. It’s very hard for hypocrites & ignorant 
to enter heavens! See 100% proofs of it below & then decide ! The 
Daabbatul Ard (animal from earth) is revealed as Angel Jibraeel (a) in the 
form of “Mayura” the Peacock (Taoos). A complete time, situation, location, 
characters, reasons & period bounded prophecised scenes happened 
naturally! The metaphorical places names used in Islamic Hadiths 
prophecies about it practically revealed in Telangana State, Nalgonda 
district, Bhongir, Raigir of India. The reason of Daabbatul Ard’s speaking 
was to certify the Jesus Christ of 2nd coming as Mahdi when people 
unbelieved him. It’s clearly mentioned in Hadiths that out of distress Mahdi 



will call upon Allaah after a short sermon then Allah will answer back to him 
through angel Jibraeel in the form of Peacock Bird. Join Hadiths & Quran’s 
signs about it then see. The Messiah Mahdi & Daabbatul Ard’s speaking 
prophecies are interlinked as per Quran & Hadiths prophecies. The word 
“Aayaat (Signs)” of Quran 27:82 has hidden Mahdi inside it which is 
invisible to common man’s eyes & it’s only visible when linked along with 
end day’s major “Aaayaats (signs)” prophecies in Hadiths. Promises of 
Allah in Quran along with Hadiths fulfilled proving Islam as true religion & 
certifying all earlier holy books Vedas, Puranas, Geeta, Bible & others as 
true.  

 

All questions & answers about Daabbatul Ard in brief! It’s 
very big Miracle! Investigate in full till last. It’s the matter of your 

own hell & heavens now! Save yourself & your families from 
everlasting hell. Its time of Rapture now! 
 
Good news for all true belivers & bad news for all unbelievers! 
Unbelievers always keep on objecting the signs of Allah due to 
ignorance & foolishness. So this time also they have objections as 
usual. Allah, his angels & we the true believers feel sorry for all 
unbelievers. 
Those who believe all Holy Books prophecies will accept this fact of 
Daabbatul Ard & those who don’t will make fun of Allah’s signs which 
will lead them to hell. 
Many people unbelieved me like people of Noah (a), Ibrahim (a), Lut 
(a), Saleh (a), Shoeb (a),  my earlier arrivals in form of Sri Ram, Sri 
Krishna, Buddh & Isa son of Marium (Christ Jesus) was unbelieved by 
so called religious people who misunderstood the metaphorical 
prophecies. So this time should they not take lessons from the past 
stories of Holy books & rectify their mistakes? 
Some people based on incomplete parts of prophecies say that Mahdi 
will not claim but people will recognize him. Just imagine the so 
called learned Islamic scholars are not recognizing me despite of so 
many 100% authentic proofs then how can a common Muslim can 
recognize me so easily? Allah himself has told in Quran that Jesus 
the Mahdi being one of the 10 major signs of end will be unbelieved 
by mankind & due to this reason Daabbatul Ard will speak for him. 
And now some half knowledged people are not giving time for 
research & proper investigations. Though there are many Islamic 



scholars in the world but all of them are busy in their own preaching 
systems & not coming forward with peace despite of my so many 
Islamic court challenges. Those foolish Islamic scholars are just 
repeating few wrong & misunderstood faiths as “Mahdi will not claim, 
he is an Arabic speaking person, Isa son of Maryam is still alive with 
body in heavens, ISA son of Marium & Mahdi are 2 different persons 
etc”.  And hence ultimately despite of being anti-Ahmadiyya Jamat 
they are indirectly supporting Maseeh Dajjaal Ahmadiyya Khilafath & 
rejecting Allah’s true Messiah Mahdi. 
 
What is Daabbatul Ard actually & why is it so important for Muslims? 
Ans:-It’s the 6th major end days sign mentioned in Quran 27:82 & all 
hadiths with detailed descriptions. It’s name is kept secret from mankind & 
the angel Jibraeel (a) will take its form to speak. It’s actually an animal who 
generally walks on ground, chased by many but uncatchable by them like a 
star. It’s a very big miracle of Allaah during end days. It will differentiate 
between believers & unbelievers. It will reach all mankind for testing in 
fraction of seconds. It will mark all unbelievers, hypocrites whose face will 
become dark due to unbelieving reasons & believers faces shall shine. 
Once its spoken then immediately next sign shall be sun rising from west. 
May be X-planet appearing from west reflecting sun light upon earth & 
before it’s sun light’s reflection upon earth there can be fire, smoke, floods 
alarming mankind for its arrival. Due to which all true belivers shall join true 
Jesus in his land from all corners of earth (Rapture). And once its light 
shines the earth like sun then no repentance shall be accepted by Allaah. 
Only those who have already accepted Jesus after this Daabbatul Ard’s 
miracle shall be saved. Rest shall be destined for hell. The descriptions of 
this Daabbatul Ard are given in prophecies as riddle form.The prophecies 
were sealed with wisdom & none in the world could know it in advance! 
 
How come Daabbatul Ardh emerged from Indian place instead of Safa 
Marwa of Makkah near Kaaba against the prophecies? How come it is 
related with Mahdi? 
Ans: - Daabbatul Ard have emerged exactly as per prophecies of Quran, 
Hadiths, Bible (OT,NT) & other holy books. Muslims don’t know exactly the 
mention of it in other books also. They just think that it is the only Quran & 
Hadiths prophecy of end days. They sometimes tried to relate this with 
Bible Rev. 13 where 2 beasts are mentioned. Those 2 Beasts is actually 
Maseeh Dajjaal’s arrival  prophecy  which they misunderstood. It is true 
that prophecies of Islam say about it’s emergence from Safa Hill of Makkah 



near Kaaba during forenoon time. It’s also true that these prophecies were 
through the visions of Mohammed (s) which were partial metaphorical also. 
As Quran & Hadiths book of vision’s interpretations clearly certify that 
prophecies of prophets are partial metaphorical. So the scenes about 
Daabbatul Ard have exactly happened but in India where Mahdi lives. A 
place resembliung Safa Marwa Hill with black stones on it & House of 
Mahdi near deserted land in India is revealed as visions interpretations.  
Other prophecies of Mohammed (s) have clearly say that Israel, Syria, 
Istanbul, Iraq, Iran all replaced with India in east of the world. The Muslim 
scholars are ignoring this prophecy of places replacement with India. Other 
Hadiths clearly say that Mahdi being re-incarnation of Isa son of Marium 
will be in India against Maseeh Dajjaal who also will emerge from India. 
Maseeh Dajjaal will not enter 4 mosques namely Jerusalem’s Aqsa 
Mosque, Mount Sinai Mosque of Moosa (a), Mosques of Madina Yathrab & 
Kaaba. But prophecy say that Maseeh Dajjaal pious leader will be present 
in Mosque Aqsa along with his followers during arrival of Isa son of Marium 
as Mahdi exactly on eastern side of Damascus Mosque. So which is the 5th 
mosque Aqsa along with a white tower? It’s revealed as Mosque Aqsa of 
Qadian, Punjab, India where Maseeh Dajjaal Mirza Ghulam Ahmad & his 
vice-regents have built it. And prophecies clearly say that Mahdi will come 
as Maseeh Dajjaal’s guest in 1991 A.D. during winter season of their 
religious gathering from worldwide. All the prophecies are in parts & all 
religious scholars were confused. So Allah gave wisdom to me (Mahdi) to 
prove it all. When people unbelieved me as Mahdi then Allah brought out 
the Daabbatul Ard to speak for me as a witness. And this Daabbatul Ard is 
Angel Gabriel in the form of Peacock. Quran say that angels will be witness 
for Allah’s rasool Mahdi. And Hadiths say that Agel Jibraeel (a) will take 
form of Peacock & speak to Mahdi as the first believer. So the prophecies 
came true in India & not in Makkah. The worst ever paganism, injustice, 
hypocrisy is in India & how come Mahdi was supposed to come in a 100% 
true Muslim’s country. A doctor is required where there are pateints 
suffering from ignorance disease. Muslims are just reading the places 
names related to Daabbatul Ard as Makkah but their knowledge is 
incomplete & that’s why it’s amazing for them. 
 
From where will Daabbatul Ard emerge?  
Ans:-It will emerge where there is Mahdi from a place like Safa hill of 
Makkah. It will sit on black rock & speak. (Nalgonda district, Bhongir, Raigir, 
from a boxthorn berry tree, sitting on a black stone facing east, speak from 
western side of Mahdi & it will be in India.Now its known after its 



emergence. Metaphorical places names are disclosed practically in 2015 
A.D.). It was never supposed to emerge from real Safa Hill of Makkah in 
Arabia. People have ignored the interpretations of metaphorical places 
names used in the prophecies of Islam & other Holy books. 
 
How will Daabbatul Ard speak to different language people?  
Ans: - It will speak in its own language certifying Mahdi’s claims visible by 
all in the world. And its natural language will be understood by all language 
people. A bird’s speaking is only one its own language (Deccani) heard by 
all language people. 
 
Why will Daabbatul Ard emerge & speak?  
Ans: - When mankind will unbelieve Mahdi Messiah the biggest sign of end 
then it will emerge & speak for him, certifying him to be true man of 
Allaah.For full details you must read entire book. 
 
Who is actual Daabbatul Ard of Quran 27:82?  
Ans:-Now it’s revealed as angel Jibraeel (a) in the form of Peacock 
speaking for unbelieved Mahdi by mankind along with his children, few 
followers & 2 Hindu witnesses. All 100% proofs from Bible, Quran & 
Hadiths proved it to be Angel Jibraeel (a) in Peacock form called as “Melek 
Taus” by Yezidis of Iran. 
 
For whom & to whom will Dabbatul Ard speak?  
Ans:-It will speak for Jesus the Mahdi & for his certification of being true 
Messiah. Quran & Hadiths say this. People didn’t understand it. 
 
Whose prophecy is it & whose animal is daabbatul ard?  
Ans:-It’s Allaah’s animal & his prophecy with detailed descriptions to be 
fulfilled during end days for Mahdi the Jesus. 
 
Which is Daabbatul Ard’s real language?  
Ans:-Daabbatul Ard’s actual words are “I Am”, “Here I Am”, “I am Who I 
Am” (Mai Ya Oo, Mai Oo) in Hyderabad’s Deccani Urdu language matched 
with Bible OT Angel Jibraeel(a)’s exact words from Boxthorn tree during 
Moses (a). 
 
When will Daabbatul Ard speak?  
Ans:- Different timings with different occasions are mentioned related to its 

speaking. The year 2015 Ramzan & Zilhaj period is also mentioned when 



Goats sacrifice festival day of Muslims will be on Friday in India. It’s first 

time of speaking is forenoon when Mahdi would have offered 2 units of 

prayer twice. Then eveining time of its speaking is also mentioned. And its 

news reached with audio video upon entire earth through internet media 

which all true & untrue believers have access to it easily in fractions of 

second. Mostly unbelievers, ignorant & hypocrites are found by this 

miracle. 

What should you know first? 
O Muslims are you really true Muslims who believe in Quran & Hadiths? Do 
you believe in Allah’s promises or signs of end days the prophecies?  Do 
you know all the prophecies of Daabbatul Ard based upon Quran & 
Hadiths? Do you know the interpretations of prophet’s vision are partially 
metaphorical & literal? Do you know the end days prophecies were sealed 
with wisdom to be revealed only at the time of Messiah the Mahdi? If yes 
then compare them all prophecies of Daabbatul Ard & see that they have 
come true? If you don’t believe or don’t want to know or investigate then it 
means you are blaming innoscent Messiah Mahdi in ignorance & hence 
destined for hell. 
What are the complete signs of Daabbatul Ard mentioned in Quran & 
Hadiths? Join them all & a complete scene is established along with time, 
period, characters& reasons of it’s speaking. Then see all the scenes had 
come true perfectly as were mentioned in prophecies. That’s a miracle & 
fulfillment of Allah’s promise. Generally most of the Muslims believe in 
Quran’s prophecy 27:82 about it’s emergence during end days along with 
supporting prophecies but they don’t remember them perfectly from various 
Hadiths sources. And hence can be confused or unbelieve this fact due to 
lack of complete knowledge about it. First you should know all the detailed 
descriptions meintioned about Daabbatul ard’s emergence from Quran & 
Hadiths. Then you should know that the names of the places mentioned in 
prophecies were metaphorical through visions of Prophet Mohammed (s) 
whose interpretations came true in a strange place in India. And the 
prophecies about Daabbatul ard were in the riddle form to maintain secret 
till Mahdi’s arrival. What were the prophecies about Eath’s Beast 
(Daabbatul ard) mentioned in Quran & Hadiths? What were the scenes 
mentioned in all hadiths? How did they come true & where? Did those all 
prophetical scenes match with the prophecies perfectly in any place of the 
world? Why was it made a mystery by Allah & how it’s revealed now? Was 
time period & reasons also mentioned about its emergence? Such miracle 
cannot ever happen again as it was time, period bounded scene with 



Mahdi. And time cannot be back again. Scene of Daabbatul Ard is in series 
of scenes interlinked with Mahdi’s scenes. 
My Answer: - Yes all answers to your questions are mentioned in this 
book. They all came true perfectly as per prophecies.The prophecy of 
Daabbatul Ard is now discovered to be a complete time, period & 
characters bonded scene. And that prophetical scene based upon all 
Quran & Hadiths proofs are given below for quick understanding. Even all 
the weak hadiths also proved to be true. The importances of the beast from 
Greeks & Hinduism associated with Mahdi are also added.Quran & Hadees 
prophecised most mysterious animal Daabbat from earth to speak. Quran 
said it openly & many hadiths given it’s detailed descriptions in riddle form. 
Quran & hadiths certify the prophet’s prophecies through visions to be 
metaphorical. Their interpretations will be revealed on its appointed time in 
metaphorical sence. So the detailed descriptions with place, timings, day, 
year, reason of it’s speaking & Daabbatul Ard is 6 th in series of major 
signs of end days are given. All those signs are revealed with practical 
scenes in India certifying them all to be in metaphorical places. Bible, 
Quran & Hadiths replaced Syria with India. The prophecies about 
Ghazwatul Hind came true. And Daabbatul Ard is revealed in the form of 
Peacock certifying all its descriptions with time & place. As per prophecies 
it had happened exactly in 2015 A.D. during Ramzan & Bakri Idd with the 
claimant of Mahdi unexpectedly. So should we deny these facts & still 
believe in them to happen again in Saudi Arabia when Time period have 
already passed? On what basis should we expect these prophecies to 
happen again if we don’t consider them to be in metaphorical places? 
Foolish people who don’t’have perfect faith in Quran, hadiths & other holy 
books will be expecting the Daabbatul Ard from real Safa Hill of Makkah 
which can’t never happen at all because Allah has fulfilled his promise 
certifying all Quran & hadiths. As per Quran & Hadiths the interpretations of 
Mohammed (s)’s visions were supposed to be in India which has 
happened. Those who don’t believe them are hypocrites & foolish.   
 
Quran & Hadiths say that Peacock will speak in favour of Jesus 

(Mahdi) in between July 7th& October 2015 A.D. It will come out first 

answering during forenoon on Mahdi’s distressful call to Allah.This 

scene will happen in a rectangular place just like Safa hill & Marwah in 

India  (They came true in similar place to Damascus in Nalgonda 

District Bhongiri Raigiri on 3 rd year of Mahdi’s news of  2012). 

 



All about Daabbatul Ard’s descriptions in Hadiths certifying 
Peacock. All descriptions of Peacock as Daabbatul Ard were 

given in Hadiths but only word “Peacock or Taoos or 
Mayura” were not used for it. It was a sign to be revealed 
during end days & that’s why people couldn’t know it in 

advance. 
 

The maximum descriptions extract from all symbolic & literal 

prophecies about the Daabbatul Ard found in Quran, authentic 

Hadiths & so called weak Hadiths from worldwide: - Whatever is being 

mentioned below are 100% mentioned in sealed prophecies of hadiths & 

Quran. It may appear very strange to readers but it’s a fact. Anybody can 

see the direct hadiths from their own eyes. Before the time & development 

of telecommunication technologies many religious Muslims didn’t believe 

them but now the time has come to understand them all easily. 

Note: -Before Sept-Oct 2015 I was not aware about Peacock being the 

Daabbatul Ard. If you see in Quran & hadiths then you will not find that 

Daabbatul Ard mentioned in 27:82 is actually Peacock bird. It is nowhere 

mentioned that Peacock will come out as Daabbat minal Arz (a creature 

from earth) & speak for Mahdi. But it is 100% mentioned in Quran & 

Hadiths with covers of wisdom which none could see or understand it b4 

it’s scene happening naturally on the time appointed with Jesus Christ the 

Mahdi. I was in impression that Daabbatul Ard is actually Dinosaur’s 

skeletons or such robots but Allah wanted to keep it a secret even with me 

until time appointed. Then hocome a common man can know it? That 

mysterious beast now revealed as Peacock bird. Just by seeing the answer 

to all mysteries about Daabbat Muslims are spell bound & started doubting 

this miracle. But it’s natural miracle & planned by Allah. First the scenes 

naturally happened with me along with Peacock & others then the holy 

prophecies knowledge revealed to me. These many signs systematically as 

per prophecies cannot be denied at all but people may only doubt it. All 

doubts are baseless & a confusions of unbelievers. These doubts of people 

also proof that miracle is unbelievable buttrue.Happening of this miracle is 

very much strange & news to the old prophecies believers the 

Muslims.Unless they read this book completely they can’t know it. This 



book is all prophecies collection & Quran’s wisdom revealed in it.B4 

reading this book they may reject all my claims in ignorance. 
 

What Quran & Hadees say about Daabbatul Ard of end days? 

 The Hadiths say that the emergence of Daabbatul Ard during end days 
was actually a scene to happen favouring the real Isa Ibne Maryam (Jesus 
son of Marium) who is reborn as Mahdi. It’s emergence was supposed to 
certify the Hinduism Holy Books, Bible, Quran & Hadiths practically. As all 
these book have Peacock as a holy animal. The scene of Daabbatul Ard 
was supposed to happen in a small hill’s area & a valley in presence of 
Mahdi’s own children, 3 followers & 2 other Hindu neighbour witnesses 
along with their dog. It was not supposed to happen in entire world at every 
place for people to see & believe. But only it’s news, natural audio, VDOs 
of DaabbatulArd were supposed to be spread in evey home of mankind 
distinguishing him from true faith. It was not supposed to happen physically 
with every person upon earth with physical marks of “believers or 
disbelievers” on their foreheads or noses. It was so common & beloved bird 
of mankind but hidden also as per Allah’s promise. In the meantime 
mankind assumed a new strange diabolic animal out of their imaginations 
based upon sealed, riddle form &its physical descriptions in puzzled 
prophecies. They assumed it to appear literally in real Safa Hill & Marwah 
in Makkah  in Arab. In these places no private residence of anybody is 
there & there are always more than 13 or 313 persons whereas the 
prophecies say that there will be just 13 members, 14 th will be Mahdi 
himself & 2 neighbours Roman (Hindu) witnesses who also has a dog with 
them. These two men are called as believers (Muslims) though they are 
Hindus (Romans, Bani Al-Asfar) because they will believe. Daabbatul Ard 
prophecised in Quran as mysterious creature which was supposed to be 
revealed only when main greatest alive sign of Allah the Mahdi appears 
among mankind & unbelieved by all except chosen Mahdi’s children & few 
others not exceeding 30 members. Nobody would have pledged their 
alliance to Mahdi from outside his family till the time of DaabbatulArd’s 
speaking in 2015 A.D. It will be first to pledge alliance to Mahdi when Mahdi 
will have only 13 members with him. It will emerge many times with gaps 
upto 40 days. It will speak first time in Ramzan 2015 July 7th or 8th during 
forenoon. Before it’s emergence Mahdi will offer 2 units of forenoon prayer 
rwice, give a sermon to his followers & cry aloud to Allah in distress. On his 
call Allah will answer him through Peacock Angel Gabriel (a). It will be 
actually angel Gabriel (a) in disguise of a Peacock Bird. This will be the 



third year of Mahdi’s announcement during his 43 years age & his invitation 
to public for joining him isince Ramzan 2012 A.D.  As per hadiths, Bible & 
sunnat of Mohammed (s) Mahdi will claim, invite people with his banners 
during evening on 14th May 2012 & due to his claims only hypocrite 
Muslims from various communities will gather to attack him but due to 
Police security & arrangements all will run away as if the earth has 
swallowed them. Mahdi’s house will be surrounded by enemies for attacks, 
he will be brought out from his house unwillingly but he will make a loud cry 
& announcement through TV Satellite channel News (Note:-Its mentioned 
in another hadiths as the call of azaan the Muslim prayer Call which has 
the word “Allaahu akbar which means Allaah is great”). Then again his 
family members will be attacked by a person from Bani Kalb next year & 
then again his house will be demolished in another next year by a person 
who lived in the place of black people (Habshi). Mahdi& his family will be 
kidnapped, beaten, tortured & all his holy things will be plundered by 
enemies. Then he will shift wirth family to another place. After continuous 
unbelieving of People & relatives bycott Mahdi’s wife was supposed to die 
in brief illness during Ramzan Friday just like Khadija (rz)’s death due to 
hardships. Due to this sorrow & distress Mahdi was supposed to call Allah 
for his wife without any prior plannings as per Quran 27:82. in a valley then 
Allah was supposed to bring out the most mysterious Bird Peacock to 
speak in his favour as per scenes already mentioned in hadiths & Quran. It 
is Allah from unseen world who will be directing his Mahdi as per 
prophecies without Mahdi’s own intention just like a remote control system. 
Angel Gabriel (a) will be first topledge his alliance to Mahdi in disguise of a 
White Bird (Peacock 80% white from back view when dance).The first few 
after Gabriel (a)’s pledging alliance to Mahdi will be from among other 
Angels, Jins & chosen men later.  Nobody will pledge alliance to Mahdi 
after his public announcement in 2012 till the emergence of Daabbatul Ard 
in 7 July 2015 A.D. This 3 rd day mentioned in Biharul Anwar Hadiths is 
actually the 3 rd year from Ramzan 2012 to Ramzan 2015 in which Sun, 
Moon & planets will all align uniquely. Daabbatul Ard will again speak on 
Friday evening the next day of Hajj when people will be going to Mina to 
complete 2nd customary visit (25 th Sept 2015 Friday evening in India). It 
will again reappear on Wednesday with three loud shouts & then turn its 
face towards South where Damascus (metaphorically Nalgonda dist of 
Telangana, India) is located & shout again. It will appear from the black 
stone rock in east of the Qibla side. It will appear in between the house of 
Mahdi & the black stone rock from a safa like Hill. It will appear exactly as 
per the scenes, time, period, reasons mentioned in hadiths & Quran. It’s 



emergence will appear to be like a perfect live screenplay in the world 
based on holy scriptures. Many people worldwide have tried to know about 
this mysterious creature before its emergence but couldn’t know it. Many 
assumed it to be snake, camel, Hazrat Ali (rz), internet, robots, politicians, 
Gog Magog, Beast of Revelation chapter 13, diabolic typical creature, 
Termites, the germs of rat’s plague & even they assumed it to be Mahdi or 
Jesus in distress. But all of them failed & unbelievers who used to make fun 
of this prophecy are to be ashamed now. Allah actually will make this 
creature speak through an Angel or the angel Jibraeel (a) himself in the 
form Peacock on a particular occasion & for the sake of Mahdi only. Allah 
ordered Gabriel (a) to perform this scene. All prophecies were 
misunderstood by mankind but now revealed practically just for Mahdi 
during end days. The Israel is replaced with India (land of Edomites)  & 
hence the Israel’s national bird Hoopoe (Hud Hud) is also replaced with 
Indian National Bird the Peacock.  Daabbatul Ard Peacock’s form will be 
adopted by Angel Gabriel (a), he will pledge the alliance to Jesus Christ the 
Mahdi first when 13 true believers of his own family will be with him. But 
later 300 more are supposed to join him making figure 313 equal to the 
number participants in Islamic Badr War. Among 313 persons some will be 
his own children, some Jins, some angels & rest human beings. Allah will 
respond to Mahdi after his call (certifying Quran 27:62) to Allah in distress 
through Angel Gabriel (a) in Peacock form during forenoon after his short 
unique sermon. The Peacock Bird will appear from a hill like Safa of 
Makkah during forenoon. It’s speaking will be heard between that Safa like 
hill filled with black stones & Marwah like another corner on slope where 
Mahdi lives in his house with his many children (metaphorically mosque 
Sahla & Marwah or muqam e ibrahim). This area will be valley, small piece 
of dry land surrounded by sand nearby & mountains. This scene will 
happen when Mahdi unbelieved by people would have killed Maseeh Dajjal 
through his literature distributed on Friday afternoon around 3 pm. In 2003 
A.D.This Bird will certify the claims of Mahdi many times which will be 
visible & audible worldwide through telecommunication media. It will appear 
on 3 different occasions many times certifying Mahdi & all his claims. It will 
announce the starting of doomsday time, distinguish between unbelievers, 
believers & hypocrites. It’s unbelievers will be destined for hell. All true 
believers of Mahdi & Peacock’s speaking will be enlightened with true faith 
of Islam. Their place will be heaven as per Allah’s promises. There will be 
roots on that land of daabbatul ard (Peacock). That land will be a little away 
from main village. All other creatures present there will also cry along with 
its cry fearing the end of the world soon. It will declare in its own language 



that all unbelievers are destined for hell now. Its speaking will be just like 
bird Hoopoe Hud Hud. It will turn its face towards East shout aloud 3 times 
& then turn on other side & shout (Note:-It’s mentioned as Nalgonda 
District just like Damascus metaphorically in Hadiths.The area of Nalgonda 
District is also 105km square just like Damascus area 105km square)).  All 
believers & unbelievers will be able to see this everywhere in the world. It’s 
speaking to mankind will be unavoidable. This Peacock Bird will be having 
many colors in it, attributes of many animals & its ears will be having 
hearing capacity just like an elephant who can hear infra sounds also (less 
than 10 hertz). It’s 2 front limbs will be developed into 2 big wings & 2 will 
be used for walking on ground or running like a camel. It will also have a 
face like humans are having (Note:-It means as Humans do have face so 
the Beast also has the face. It’s a riddle form prophecy which confuses 
mankind). It will have a little hair below its hairy beak, fur on body, just like 
beard. It’s neck will be like an ostrich, its sitting position will be like a cat, its 
chest will be like a Lion, it will have colors of cheetah & tiger, it will be 
moving its head like a bull, it will have crests over head just like a stag 
having horns, it will have a horn like hipo, people will try to catch it but it will 
not be catched, it will be cruising on earth like a star, it will come out from 
earth (the egg laid in deep shrubs, under rocks in land) or the angel will 
adopt its body, it will have white stick like Moses (a) staff with Solomon ring 
like structures on its end (peacock feather), its eyes will be seeing so 
keenly from far distance just like swine, its hands will be like monkey (as 
monkeys clap its hands together & so the peacock also claps his 2 front 
limbs the wings before landing), its rump (lower ending part of bird’s back) 
will be like deer (means hiding shrinking by tail), its body will be like horse ( 
it appears to be like riding an ostrich), it’s scene of speaking in favour of 
Mahdi will travel worldwide very fast through telecommunication media.  
But people will not like the speech of Peacock in favour of Mahdi whom 
they unbelieved & hence destined for hell. All language speaking people 
will be able to understand its speech because it will be in its natural 
language. It was supposedto speak three main answer to Mahdi in Deccani 
Urdu language of Hyderabad, India as “Mai yaa, Main Ya Oon, Mai HOo, 
(means:-I Here, I am here, I am). It was supposed to always sit on a nich 
near to Mahdi’s house & was supposed to appear from the Indian Boxthorn 
tree just like the scene of angel’s speaking from Gharqad tree to Moses (a). 
It was supposed to show mankind that it’s actually an angel Jibraeel (a) 
who took form of fire (rainbow like ligt) in Boxthorn trees of Israel & now as 
Peacock for Mahdi. It was also supposed to certify Yezidis people of Iran’s 
prophecy about Melek Taoos’s speaking to Mahdi the last savior. It will 



speak when the world will be full of unjustice, hypocracrite Muslims whose 
mosques will be very beautiful decorated & big, unbelievers, when people 
will be considering false to be true & true to be false, when they will be very 
much busy in their world affairs & pay no attention to Mahdi’s calls & 
explainations. It will speak as 6th major sign of the end days out of ten in 
which only alive positive sign from Allah certifying all other signs will be 
sent one of Allah the Jesus Christ Mahdi. Those unbelievers of Peacock’s 
speaking will be hurt, injured & avenged by Allah in many ways also. 
Everywhere in world people will be conversing about its speaking & many 
will be unbelievers also. Those who unbelief will be considered hypocrite & 
believers will be true. They will gather in parties, shopping places & people 
will recognize the believers & unbelievers through their faces. After 
performing the speaking scene it will disappear from the place. Then the 
believers of Daabbatul ard Peacock will ultimately gather to Mahdi from 
worldwide in Nalgonda district, Bhhongir, Raigir, Telangana state of India. 
All other unbelievers will be destroyed by 4 major punishments of Allah 
namely Fire,Smoke,Flood,Gog Magog & ultimately the sun will rise from 
west closing all doors of repentance for mankind. This place of people 
gathering is called as Mahshar in Arabic which means the place of Mahdi’s 
Judgment.When a big size heavenly body enters the earth’s atmosphere 
then it is burnt due to friction. It gives heat (fire), illuminate the earth 
(appearing like a sun), smoke follows it & when it falls upon earth or ocean 
then a heavy universal flood occurs. The 4 major signs of end days may 
happen collectively at once also or in parts. I am also awaiting for this. But 
punishments are for unbelievers & a mercy for believers.  
Note:-Many people tried to narrate about the Daabbatul Ard due to which it 

is very much possible that one or two extra signs of it are mentioned which 

may not fit upon Peacock but may also fit on it in other metaphorical sence. 

After all it is true that the Peacock came out spoke to mankind in favour of 

real Jesus Christ who is reincarnated as Mahdi. So all its descriptions are 

100% fit in Peacock only. 

Did companions of Prophet Mohammed (s) see the angel 
Jibraeel (a)? Did common men also see angels earlier in 

Islamic history?  
 Yes they saw him in the form of a man. Prophet Mohammed (s) asked 

his companions about the man who visited him asking about Islam.  
Prophet Mohammed (s) said that the man whom they saw was 

Jibraeel (a) in human form. But the companions of Mohammed (s) did 



not recognize him or see his actual form. The people of prophet Lut 
(a) also saw angels in the young males’ human form but did not 

recognize them. They even tried to make illicit relations with those 
angels. And one of those 3 angels are said to be Michael (a) as per 

Hadiths. Likewise my companions, 2 neighbours & my own children 
along with me also have seen him face to face physically in the form 

of Peacock. I spoke to Angel Jibraeel (a), greeted him many times 
along with my children & few believers. We became the most blessed 
persons upon earth by the grace of Allah. Moreover 90 % scenes of 
it’s speaking got recorded on my handycam by the grace of Allaah. 
It’s now visible by all mankind. Foolish people are making fun of its 
giving witnesses due to ignorance & they are thinking that it’s just a 
peacock but it’s an angel Jibraeel (a) in Peacock form. Many ignorant 
Muslims are abusing, passing dirty comments on Peacock’s speaking 

for me & inviting Allah’s curse upon them. They should read the 
verses of Quran. 

Quran 2:98.  "Whoever is an enemy to Allah, and His angels and His 

messengers (rasools), and Jibrail and Mikhail! Then, God (Himself) is 
an enemy to the disbelievers. 

Imaginary fotoes of angels helping prophet Lut (a) in human 
form. It’s taken from Google. 

 
 

Quran (11:69) Indeed Our messengers (Rasools) came to Abraham, 

bearing glad tidings. They greeted him with 'peace', and Abraham 



answered back to them 'peace', and hurriedly brought to them a roasted 

calf.75 
 

Quran (11:71) And Abraham's wife was standing by and on hearing this 

she laughed.78 And We gave her the good news of (the birth of) Isaac, and 

after Isaac, of Jacob.79 

Quran (11:72) She said: 'Woe is me!80 Shall I bear a child now that I am an 

old woman and my husband is well advanced in years.81 This is indeed 

strange!' 

 
What about the dog or parrot or any bird’s speaking now a 
day? What’s the special in Peacock’s making noise on your 
calls or answering your requests in its own language? 
Those animals are taught by mankind to speak or act. But Hoopoe 

(Hud Hud) spoke with Sulaiman (a) in Israel & so did Angel Jibraeel in 

Peacock Bird form spoke directly by the wish of Allah without any 

mankind’s training or plannings. Angel Jibraeel (Gabriel or Arch 

Angel) have spoken to Moosa (a) from the Boxthorn tree in the form of 

fire & same Angel spoke to mankind as witness for me in peacock 

form. I didn’t give any training to Peacock nor even fed it anytime in 

my life. So it was all done naturally as prophecies. People should 

understand the uniqueness of its especial arrival & answering my 

requests so positively. First the voice of it was heard by me as 

answers to my call & then it appeared physically giving my witnesses 

so systematically. Such scenes never happened earlier with anybody 

in the world. All prophecies of time, period, reasons, presence of true 

Mahdi along with same number of persons as prophecies & location 

all matched perfectly making it a true miracle of Allah. 

 

This Book gives you the proofs of Allaah 

(Yweh/Elohim/Om)’s existence. It’s most amazing hottest 

topic for all News, media & Book readers! All must ead& see! 

You will never be ashamed to be a religious person except 



ethiests who will be spellbound now! My Fire Baptism 

“Rapture” is ready 4U! 

Note:-First see all the 1400 & above identifications proofs including scenes 

of Jesus Christ reborn as Mahdi, proofs of Maseeh Dajjaal (antichrist666), 

the 3 Tsunamies & then proofs of Daabbat from earth & it’s coming true 

exactly as per prophecies of Quran & Hadiths. They are all interlinked & 

time bounded prophecies! All of them have come true exactly as 

mentioned!When all signs have proved me the Mohammad Mowdood 

Aihmad Khan as Jesus of 2nd coming reborn as Mahdi & Mirzaa Ghulam 

Aihmad along with his vice-regents as Maseeh Dajjaal along with 3 

Tsunamies then you unbelieved me. And when Allah himself brought out 

the Daabbatul Ard Peacock to certify me as Mahdi by its speaking then 

how dare you unbelieve or deny these many signs which have happened 

naturally as per prophecies? If you are religious people of the holy books 

then you must believe me as Allah’s promised Messiah Mahdi Mahadev the 

Kalki or otherwise don’t call yourself to be religious but get ready for 

everlasting 7th level hell because that’s also a prophecy! And remember all 

the prophecies of Allah come true wheather you believe or unbelieve or like 

or dislike or ignore or set back from them. They are all imposed upon you & 

none of you can escape from them. Face consequences either as a 

believer or unbeliever! It’s your choice! My job is to present the facts b4 you 

& invite all of you to heavens but you may ignore it. 

Are you among the People of holy books who say we believe the holy 

books with prophecies & when they come true you unbelieve them because 

you are not habituated to see real time practically coming true of the 

prophecies due to life of imaginations, illusions & delusions? Are you like 

the Jews of Israel who unbelieved the prophecies coming true practically in 

front of their eyes& who are considered in Quran as books carrying 

donkeys without understanding them? Is your faith to believe only the 

prophecies but not certifying or believing them when they come true? Are 

ignorant people who assume themselves to be religious authorized to rebel 

the true Mahdi Messiah of end days without being appointed by 

government? Are Islamic scholars of unIslamic world or Islamic world 

appointed by their government to rebel true Mahdi? 
  



 
 

Alimran 3:4:- Surely, those who deny the Signs of Allaah shall have a 
severe punishment. And Allaah is Mighty, Lord of Retribution. (Note: - Isa 
son of Maryam the Mahdi is biggest end day’s sign out of 10 major signs as 
mentioned in Hadiths) 
 
Quran 3:81 And remember the time when Allah took a covenant (contract 
with oath) of the people of the book through the Prophets (ambia), saying: 
‘Whatever I give you of the Book and Wisdom and then there comes to you 
a Rasool(note:-an apostle the Mahdi also to certify last prophet 
Mohammed (s)’s prophecies. fulfilling (certifying) that which is with you (the 
prophecies, holy books), you shall believe in him and help him.’And He 
said: ‘Do you agree, and do you accept the responsibility which I lay upon 
you in this matter?’ They said, ‘We agree;’ He said, ‘Then bear witness, 
and I am with you among the witnesses.  
 
Quran 3:82:- And those who turn away after this shall be wrong 
doers.(Note:-Thesetwo verses imply upon Mohammed (s) & Mahdi also 
because Mahdi is Allah’s rasool without prophethood (nabuwat) to certify all 
earlier prophets (ambia) by appearing publicly as per prophecised scenes. 
Remember in this verse Arabic word “ambia” & “Rasool” is mentioned 
separately. And this verse is connected with Alahzaab verse 7 where 
Prophet Mohammed (s) is also mentioned in the list of prophets of the 
covenant), 
 
 Quran’s 27:82 most Mysterious Prophecy of Earth Beast’s 
Emergence & Speaking is fulfilled between 7th July 2015 Ramzan till 
7th October 2015 A.D. It’s Revealed Practically as Angel Jibraeel (s) in the 
Peacock form! It’s the 6th major end day’s signs out of 10 in series exactly 
as prophecised in Holy Quran & Hadiths. The complete 100% natural 



scenes exactly happening practically as per prophecies is the Miracle but 
not just the speaking of “Mayura” the Peacock! If 70% scenes happened & 
30% missed also then it’s not Miracle. But it is 100% Miraclous scene as 
mentioned in Quran & Hadiths which have happened. The scenes all came 
true as they were prophecised but the names of the places are proved to 
be metaphorical due to the prophecies through visions. Quran & Hadiths 
have proved that the visions of prophets are having different 
interpretations. The mankind didn’t understand their interpretations & hence 
believed them to happen in real Makkah Safa Hill in Arabia. But its 
interpretations came true in India, Telangana, Nalgonda District, Bhongir, 
Raigir village! Its news reached corners of earth in a single step through 
internet or else it would have taken 3 days maximum through planes! It’s 
the Amazing News! All prophets (Rishis, ambia) proved as true! Allah’s 
loving answer to mankind through Peacock! Will mankind bear this simple 
loving practical answer of Allah to mankind through Peacock or still 
unbelieve his signs? 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

The prophecies & stories of Angel Jibrael (a) as 

Peacock. The truth of Angel Jibrael (a) is now 

revealed that he is Peacock Angel (a).   

  
 



Quran, Hadiths, Bible Old Testament, New Testament, 

Hinduism & Yezidis prophecies of Angel Jibrael as Peacock 

(Daabbatul Ard). 

  

Quran 27:82:- And when the word befalls them (during end days), We will 
bring out for them a creature from the earth (daabbatin minal 
arz) speaking to them, because the mankind were not believing in our Our 
Signs (Aayaats). 
 
Hadiths:- Imam Sadiq (a): “The first person who will pledge allegiance with 

the Qa’im (a) will be Gabriel who will ascend in the form of a white bird. He 

will then put one of his feet on the Ka’bah (Note:-Metaphorically the 

Mosque of Allah) and the other on Bayt al-Muqaddas and will call in Fasih 

and eloquent Arabic in such a way that all of the creation will hear 

him. He will state that the command of Allah has come; race toward 

it.” (Bihar al-Anwar, v.52, p.286) 

Bible OT Exodus 3 :- Moses (a) and the Burning Bush 

3 Now Moses was tending the flock of Jethro his father-in-law, the 

priest of Midian, and he led the flock to the far side of the 

wilderness and came to Horeb, the mountain of God. 2 There the 

angel of the LORD appeared to him in flames of fire from within a 

bush. Moses saw that though the bush was on fire it did not burn 

up. 3 So Moses thought, “I will go over and see this strange 

sight—why the bush does not burn up.” 

4 When the LORD saw that he had gone over to look, God called to 

him from within the bush, “Moses! Moses!” 

And Moses said, “Here I am.” 

5 “Do not come any closer,” God said. “Take off your sandals, for 

the place where you are standing is holy ground.” 6 Then he said, 

“I am the God of your father,[a]the God of Abraham, the God of 

Isaac and the God of Jacob.” At this, Moses hidhis face, because 

he was afraid to look at God. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Exodus+3#fen-NIV-1586a


7 The LORD said, “I have indeed seen the misery of my people in 

Egypt. I have heard them crying out because of their slave 

drivers, and I am concerned about their suffering. 8 So I have 

come down to rescue them from the hand of the Egyptians and to 

bring them up out of that land into a good and spacious land, a 

land flowing with milk and honey—the home of the Canaanites, 

Hittites, Amorites, Perizzites, Hivites and Jebusites. 9 And now the 

cry of the Israelites has reached me, and I have seen the way the 

Egyptians are oppressing them. 10 So now, go. I am sending you 

to Pharaoh to bring my people the Israelites out of Egypt.” 

11 But Moses said to God, “Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh 

and bring the Israelites out of Egypt?” 

12 And God said, “I will be with you. And this will be the sign to 

you that it is I who have sent you: When you have brought the 

people out of Egypt, you[b] will worship God on this mountain.” 

13 Moses said to God, “Suppose I go to the Israelites and say to 

them, ‘The God of your fathers has sent me to you,’ and they ask 

me, ‘What is his name?’ Then what shall I tell them?” 

14 God said to Moses, “I AM WHO I AM.[c] This is what you are to 

say to the Israelites: ‘I AM (Mai Hoon or in Deccani Urdu of 

Hyderabad language it is pronounced as “Mai Ooo” the sound of 

peacock) has sent me to you.’” 

15 God also said to Moses, “Say to the Israelites, ‘The LORD,[d] the 

God of your fathers—the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac and 

the God of Jacob—has sent me to you.’ 

“This is my name forever, 

    the name you shall call me 

    from generation to generation. 
 

Bible New Testament 1 Thessalonians 4:16-17:- 

 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Exodus+3#fen-NIV-1592b
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Exodus+3#fen-NIV-1594c
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Exodus+3#fen-NIV-1595d
https://bible.knowing-jesus.com/1-Thessalonians/4/16


For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a shout, 

with the voice of the archangel (Gabriel) and with the 

trumpet of God, and the dead in Christ will rise first. 

Hinduism:- 

 

Chandra Bhairava (Mahdi) rides on peacock. 

SHIVA AS KALA BHAIRAVA WITH VARAHI KANGRA, NORTH INDIA, 
CIRCA 1790-1800. 

Opaque pigments heightened with gold on paper, Bhairava and his 
consort sitting on a peacock drawn chariot bedecked with rugs and 
tiger skin accompanied by a dog, set in a hilly landscape. 

Yezidis of Iran:- Yezidi prophecy maintains that Tawsi Melek will come 

back to Earth as a peacock or rainbow during a time of intense conflict, 

poverty, famine and distress on the Earth. He will then transmit some 

prayers to a holy man, probably a Faqir (Jesus Christ Mahdi), who will then 

take them around the Earth and give them to representatives of all 

religions. This prophecy matched with Quran & Hadiths that all people of 

the Holy books will see the Jesus second coming as Mahdi. 

An ancient Yezidi prophecy states that when the 'blue star' al-Qud makes 
it appearance in the heavens, the Fifth Age of this world will commence. 
These will be the days of purification for everyone on earth. The Yezidi 

javascript:ShowZoomImage('http://www.christies.com/lotfinderimages/d59010/d5901023&IntObjectID=5901023&lid


name for the North Star is al-Qud and this will come when Melek Taus 
reveals himself as rainbow halo around the sun. 

Yezidis maintain that when Melek Taus returns to earth as a peacock or 
rainbow along with the six great archangels. 

The Fifth Age will begin as a time of war not only for Yezidis but for all 
mankind. We can see this already happening with the migration of 
Yezidis from their ancient holy mountain of Shingal. The prophecy states 
that this will force the Yezidis to migrate to the four corners of world, 
including the return to their ancient homeland of India. 

During this great war, Yezidis will be the source of enlightenment to 
Muslim and Christian nations. Only Lalish and other ancient holy sites 
will be oases for refugees who seek shelter. This war will be an entirely 
spiritual war over material matters. Material matters will be dissolved by 
spiritual message of those who remain alive to recreate a new world and 
usher in the new Golden Age of Melek Taus. 

State of Israel replaced (2 Esdras 1) with Andhra Pradesh 

India. And hence the Hoopoe (Hud Hud) Bird of Israel also 

replaced with Peacock. 

  



  
 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

Metaphorical Places Names used in the Hadith prophecies 

about Daabbatul Ard of Quran 27:82 created Confusions 

among Mankind about it’s emergence Place! Now all 

confusions are cleared! All prophetical scenes of it exactly 

had happened but in Indian places. They are videographed 

as it is also. 

Quran & Hadiths have proved Daabbatul Ard as Peacock! Mankind was 

confused due to riddle form prophecies.It’s hard for Muslims to believe as 

all their big efforts failed to recognize it. It’s a complete prophecised Scene. 

O Muslims including all Islamic Scholars (Ulema-e-Islam) the prophecies 

about Daabbat Quran 27:82 along with hadiths were sealed with wisdom 

for all of you as promised by Allah which were supposed to be revealed for 

true Mahdi Messiah! So don’t be amazed or deny or feel insulted despite of 

your good Islamic knowledge! All Islamic scholars are inferior to Messiah 

Mahdi in designation despite of huge Islamic knowledge. So all of you must 

learn from Messiah Mahdi though he is Islamically uneducated. All of you 

including all Islamic scholars see the amazing truth now with patience, 

discipline & spare some time! Proof that you are all Peace loving true 

Muslims now! Don’t come against me or unbelief these miracles of Allaah 

in ignorance! All of you please Relax, have patience, maintain discipline & 

investigate. First know all the proofs about Daabbatul Ard, see how they 



came true & then know it’s Angel Jibraeel(a) in Peacock Bird form spoken 

exactly as per prophecies! Don’t misbehave in ignorance! It’s an Islamic 

Court Challenge to all! Whichever hadiths have come true are proved as 

true irrespective of their narrators character or the prophecies holder’s faith. 

Shia or Sunni or any other sect must believe those all prophecies which 

came true now. The prophecies of Prophet Mohammed (s) maintained by 

Shia or Sunni or any other sect of Islam have come true now. A gold coin is 

gold; let it be in the hands of Shia or Sunni or any other Islamic prophecies 

book. The proof of those Hadiths being authentic is their coming true. 

O Muslims Please end all your confusions about the Maseeh Dajjaal, Beast 

of the earth’s emergence & speaking, Jesus Christ Mahdi & accept the 

facts now. Most of you are suffering from the “disease of end days religious 

prophecies confusions” & were unable to give up because it’s part of your 

faith. Mankind understood the literal meaning of places mentioned in 

hadiths as Safa Hill & Makkah. But these places are proved to be 

metaphorical but the same scenes happened in India. This proved the 

wisdom of Quran & Hadiths as true. Now please make your faith more 

perfect than before by removing all your confusions about them. See the 

perfect complete proofs now & come out of delusions, confusions & 

imaginations.  Become a true perfect practicing Muslim now without the 

end days prophecies confusions disease.  All those confused mysterious 

prophecies are revealed practically & you only know them all to believe. 

Then only you can remove your confusions, imaginations & delusions.  

Through light the darkness vanishes. 

 

The invisible Hidden word “Isa Ibne Maryam the Mahdi” in 

Quran 27:82! 

Did you ever see the word “Jesus Christ Mahdi” hidden in the Quran 27:82 

verse word “Aayaat (signs, miracles)”? It’s there but invisible to all of you. 

Do you want to see it? So read this entire book then you will be able to see 

it there!  

 

Year 2015 A.D. hidden in sealed prophecies about Daabbatul 

Ard’s speaking! 



Do you know that Beast of the Earth as per sealed prophecies was 

supposed to speak in 43rd year age of Jesus second coming as Mahdi in 

2015 Ramzan July & from September 15 -2015 till October 2015 A.D.? 

 

Yezidis Prophecy of Peacock Angel (Melek Taus) & Quran 

27:82 proved to be same now! But were never mixed or 

understood by mankind. Both prophecies remained on 2 

different corners of earth! 

Do you know that one of the oldest religious People “Yezidis” of Iran has 

the same prophecies of Peacock’s Speaking & appearing to Faqir Baba 

(Mahdi the Jesus)? I was also unaware of it & came to know it in October 

2015 A.D.   

 

The real Breaking News about World’s end time! 

Perfect Breaking, Amazing Unbelievable but True News for Entire Mankind! 

Quran’s 27:82 Prophecy about Beast of the earth’s speaking of End Days 

is fulfilled in 2015 A.D. 

 Islam, Quran, Hadiths, Bible, Yazidis & Hindu prophecies certified as true. 

Awake All! Doomsday (Pralaya & MahaPralaya & sun rising from West is 

ready! Most mysterious prophecised animal of Qurtan & hadiths now 

revealed as Peacock ! (Mayura) ! No there is no other animal can ever 

come in actual safa & marwa of makkah. Prophecies over ! 

Muslims believe prophecies of Daabbatul Ard to be true but don’t know that 

it was hidden Prophecised Peacock ! They still believe that it will emerge 

from the real Safa hill in Makkah Saudi Arabia with real seal of Prophet 

Sulaiman (a) & staff of Moses (a). But these signs were metaphorically 

given by the last prophet Mohammed (s) through his visions. Those signs 

came true in similar rectangular place in India, Telangana state,  Nalgonda 

District Bhongir. The staff of Moses (s) means the white feather stick of 

Peacock & Seal of Sulaiman (a) means the ring like structure on its end. A 

complete prophecised Miraculous scene has occurred in hidden strange 

area of India along with Jesus the Mahdi. It’s the News for all Muslims & 

now don’t expect any Beast of the earth from real Safa Hill of Makkah as 

prophecies related to it are 100% fulfilled. Muslims who didn’t believe me 



as Mahdi & those who are ignorant are still awaiting for Daabbatul ard. It’s 

all over. 

 
Quran 27:82:- And when the word befalls them (during end days), We will 
bring out for them a creature from the earth (daabbatin minal 
arz) speaking to them, because the mankind were not believing in our Our 
Signs (Aayaats). 
 
Note: - And now please read the translation again given below & you will 
be shocked after reading this again. Allah has hid the word “Jesus Christ 
Mahdi” in the word “Aayaat” here. If you want to extract this word then go 
deep by reading entire book of proofs. Inshallaah you will get this word 
there. 
 
Quran 27:82:- And when the word of end will be about to happen upon 
them, We will bring out for them a creature from the earth (daabbatin 
minal arz) speaking to them, because the mankind were not believing in 
Our Signs (Aayaats, the Jesus Christ Mahdi). 
Note:-The same word of Quran 27:82  signs (“aayaat”) is mentioned in 
10 major signs of end days in hadiths where Jesus Christ the Mahdi is 
main alive aayat (sign) with whom all other 9 aayaats (signs) are 
connected in series. So this word “Aayaat” ultimately points to Jesuc 
Christ the Mahdi. Don’t panic with word “Jesus Christ the Mahdi” in 
translation of word “Aayaat”. Soon you will come to know that it’s very 
much true. 
 
All unbelievers& Muslims who reject (Hypocrites) this speaking of Peacock 
in favour of Jesus Christ the Mahdi are destined for Hell announced by 
Daabbatul Ard Peacock, Quran &Hadiths ! Unbelievers of Allah’s greatest 
sign the Jesus Christ Mahdi will go to hell forever ! Actually Daabbatul Ard’s 
speaking & emerging  was time bounded practical complete scene along 
with the unbelieved real Jesus the Mahdi & his children in a Safa Hill, 
Marwah like place surrounded by mountains in a valley in India. 
All prophecies of Quran, Hadiths, Biharul Anwar, Vaman Avtar & Yazidis 
came true in 2015 A.D. From 7 July till 7 th October. 



 
 

Quran’s Most Mysteriously Prophesized Speaking Creature from Earth 
“Daabbatul Ard”. Now Revealed in the form of an adult Peacock ! 100% 
certified from Quran, all Hadiths & through practical facts that happened in 
2015 A.D. It happened in presence of real Jesus Christ who is reincarnated 
as Mahdi in India certifying his all more than 1400 identification proofs 
mentioned in holy religious books of the world.  Awake all of you & urgently 
Join with last Saviour. This saviour is none other than Lord Shiva (Kalki) 
himself. Angel Gabriel (b) adopted the form of World’s Most Biggest 
Beautiful Indian National Bird Peacock (Mayura) & Spoke Aloud ! So 
Audible, visible anytime & at any place worldwide !  Go to 
www.youtube.com, type  “Mahdi Peacock Daabbatul Ard Miracles” in 
search box. See live vdos with details.  With many promises of Allah I 
declare that these Allah’s miracles are 100% genuine, natural & perfectly 
live recorded. See the real Jibraeel (a) in Peacock form clearly visible ! 
 

Till major Miracle People should not follow Mahdi. And as per 
Quran & Hadiths the miracle of Daabbatul Ard Peacock is 

great Miracle of Allah for Mahdi. All must follow me (Messiah 
Mahdi Mahadev) after seeing this. 

 

Quran (13:38) And, indeed, We sent Messengers before thee, and We 
gave them wives and children. And it is not possible for a Messenger to 
bring a Sign (miracle) except by the command of Allah. For every term 
there is a divine decree. (Note:-In other words we can say that Allah gives 
the miracles as per the present world’s conditions in that era). 
 

It is Allah who has brought out the Peacock to speak for me 
(Mahdi, Messiah) ! 
Quran 27:82:- And when the word of end will be about to happen upon 
them, We will bring out for them a creature from the earth (daabbatin minal 



arz) speaking to them, because the mankind were not believing in our Our 
Signs (Aayaats of end days including 10 major aayaats as per hadiths, the 
Jesus Christ Mahdi). 

 
37- Ghaibat Nomani: It is narrated from Ali bin Harith bin Mughira that his 
father said:I asked Imam Ja’far Sadiq (a.s.): “Will there be a time, in which 
the Muslims will not know who their Imam is?” 

He said: “It is said so.”I asked: “What will we do then?” 

He said: “If that occurs, then keep to the previous one (religion of Islam) 
until the next one becomes clear to you.” 

It is narrated from Abdullah bin Sinan in the same book that I and my father 
went to Imam Ja’far Sadiq (a.s.) and the Imam said: “What will you do if 
you reach a time that you do not find an Imam of guidance nor any banner 
and then no one will be saved from that confusion, except one who will 
pray to Allah with the prayer of drowner (Dua Ghareeq)?” My father said: 
“By Allah, this is a great calamity. May I be your ransom! What will we do 
then?”He said: “If that occurs - and you will not attain it - then keep your 
previous faith intact until the matter becomes clear.” 

It is narrated from Harith bin Mughira Basri in the same book that he said: I 
said to Abu Abdullah Imam Sadiq (a.s.): “We have a tradition saying that 
the Imam will be missed in some periods of time. What will we do then?” 

He said: “Keep to the previous one (Shia faith) that you have kept to until 
the matter becomes clear.” 

The author says: These reports imply that Shia during the time of the 
occultation of Imam Zamana (a.s.) should not be confused with regard to 
the religious commands and Islamic laws. In simpler terms it means that 
they should continue to act on the principles and secondary laws with 
steadfastness and not to leave them till the Imam reappears. 

It is possible that the meaning of the report is that you must not believe in 
the claim of anyone who claims to be the Qaim of Aale Muhammad 
(a.s.) till he does not prove his claims through miracles (Aayaats). We 
have mentioned this in the argumentation of Shaykh Tusi in which he has 
quoted the statements of Saad bin Abdullah. 
 

                            Angel Jabraeel (a) Forms 

Earlier angel Gabriel (a) took many forms like Fire (Bluish fire with rainbow 

like colors) during Moosa (a), Prophet Mohammed (s)’s companion during 



descend of Quran, Man during Mother Marium (a) & now as Peacock 

during Messiah Mahdi Mahadev. All religious people should be happy now!  

(My note:- Remember Angel Jibraeel (a) had adopted human form also in 

past for Mother Marium & Mohammed (a). So in Hadiths it is said that this 

Bird is actual angel Jibraeel (a). So this hadiths metaphorically points to 

Human face of Angel Jibraeel (a) but not the other man. This means it’s 

angel Jibraeel (a) who also had human face earlier) 

 

 Now Fire driving all mankind towards the land of Judgment (Mahsher 

where the Fair Judge (Haakim, Adil) Messiah Mahdi Kalki lives), rise of 

Yajooj Majooj (Gog Magog), Smoke & Sun from West can happen any 

time. These 4 Major remaining Signs out of Ten Major Signs of End Days 

are actually punishments for all unbelievers & Muslim Hypocrites who 

rejects real Messiah Mahdi (Same person called as Vishnu’s last 

incarnation Mahadev, Dattatreya, Kalki, Narsimha, Vaman, 

Venkateshwara, Varaha in Hindus).  

First Angel Gabriel (b) spoke many times & later he spoke 
along with his assistants directly to mankind or made the 
Peacocks speak certifying biggest alive sign of Allah the 
Jesus Christ who is reincarnated as Mahdi in 2015 A.D.  
It certified all claims of Jesus Christ Mahdi in its own language miraclously. 
Daabbatul Ard Peacock’s Speaking many times are audible, visible 
worldwide through internet youtube videos which are recorded naturally 
without any editings or settings. Allah responded to Mahdi through 
Daabbatul Ard Peacock on his call to Allah in a Deccani Urdu language of 
Hyderabad as “I am Here (Mai yaa, Mai yaa, Mai yaa (mai yahaan, mai 
yahaan, mai yahaan)”. It also proves that now India is the target of 
Allah (OM,Yweh, Maha Vishnu, Nirguna Brahma) because Maseeh 
Dajjaal Antichrist 666 (Ravan, Jalandhar, Koka ,Vikoka, Hiran Yaksh, 
HiranYaKashipu), Messiah Mahdi Mahadev the Jesus of second 
coming & Daabbatul Ard all appeared here in India. All religious 
people are also gathered here for cleansing in faith by him. It’s a 
blessing for the believers & curse for unbelievers. Now India shall be 
cleaned in faith & entire world will become Ayodhya (Warless) the 
peaceful heavenly kingdom (Islamic Kingdom). 

 



Note:-The oldest religious people Yezidis of Iran whose holy book revealed 
by Allaah is destroyed long ago also have the prophecy of Peacock’s 

appearing to last saviour (Mahdi Messiah Mahadev Kalki). But they are 
confused in the name of Peacock angel. It’s actually angel Jibrael (a) who 
revealed himself to prophet Moses in the form of rainbow like light which 

appears to be fire from the Box thorn tree with words “I am (Mai Oo)”. 
These are  Peacock’s words or Peacock angel’s words & now same scene 

happened for me (Mahdi) in 2015 July-October. 
 

List of Ten Major Signs of World’s End. Six are over &now 

only 4 Punishments signs remain! 

Ten major signs (Aayaats) of world’s end:-There are many minor signs 

of end mentioned & also special 10 major signs of World’s end. Hadiths say 

all those signs are like falling beads of a broken necklace or rosary. Once 

they start occurring then continuously they will end up with last of the major 

signs. All religious scholars accept that almost all minor signs have already 

happened. All these given below 6 Major signs of World’s end have 

happened recently. Now all of them come to a break point the first 

major sign of end days the Maseeh Dajjaal or the “AntiChrist666 the 

most False successful cheater Messiah & his religious dynasty 

spread worldwide. After this the 2nd major sign is Real Jesus Christ 

Messiah the Mahdi.”  If they spare 24 hours time for investigation then 

they can accept these 2 signs very easily inshallaah. The 10 special 

major signs of end in Islam are (1) Maseeh Dajjaal (2) Jesus Christ 

Messiah the Mahdi (Jesus himself is Mahdi) (3, 4, 5) Tsunamies (splits 

of earth) in east, west, arab peninsula (metaphorically Indian 

Peninsula)  (6) Daabbatul Ard’s speaking (Note:-See other 4 signs at 

end of this topic) 

 

1) Splendid Latest Pharoah the Maseeh Dajjaal AntiChrist666  Mirza 

Ghulam Ahmad & his Vice-regents holding Bani Israel in deceit 

as Ahmadiyya Jamat! False Messiah’s Dynasty Rulers just like 

Pharoah’s religious dynasty! The Vice-regents of Maseeh Dajjaal 

are also Maseeh Dajjaal like Pharoah! Firoun claimed to be 

“Rab” & so the Maseeh dajjaal did. It’s title of King Messiah. 



Hindu, Bible, Hadiths prophecies say that those splendid false 

Christ’s dynasty men will be 6. 

MGAQ 666, Nooruddin, M.M.Basheer, Mirza Nasir Ahmed 666, 

Mirza Tahir Ahmed 666, Mirza Masroor Ahmed. 

 

Main Maseeh Dajjaal 1st Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, Nooruddin, Mirza 

Mahmoud Basheer, Mirza Nasir Ahmad, Mirza Tahir Ahmd 4rth Maseeh 

Dajjaal who died by my curse (swords of mouth) in 2003, Present 6th 

Maseeh Dajjaal Mirza Masroor Ahmad the khalifa of Ahmadiyya Muslims in 

209 countries. None of them entered Makkah, Yathrab. Mahmoud did haj 

b4 being throned. (C from left to right). 

 

2) Jesus Christ the Mahdi. Public news 2012, house demolition 

2014, Daabbatul Ard spoke 2015 

 
Mohammad Mowdood Aihmed Khan the Real Christ Jesus reborn 

spiritually with new body, name & mission asMessiah Mahdi Mahadev, 

appeared in Maseeh Dajjaal’s group as per prophecies DOB 24/03/1973, 

appeared in 1991 at 18+age against Maseeh Dajjaal 4rth on eastern side 

of Damascus, Qadian, Punjab, India. Re-appeared publicly with 

announcement on 14th May 2012 in Hyderabad, A.P.,India, House 

demolished in 2014 Sept 18 by a man of black people’s place (Siddipet) & 

his group, Mahdi with family moved to Bhongir the place where Daabbatul 



Ard Angel Jibraeel spoke in the form of Peacock in 2015 7th July Ramzan 

exactly on 3rd year of his (my)  announcement. 

Quran [17:81] And say, ‘Truth has come and falsehood has vanished 

away. Falsehood does indeed vanish away fast.’  (Note:-This 

verse also certified by Maseeh Dajjaal & true Mahdi Messiah’s 

arrival) 

3) Piercing of earth under water the Tsunami in Indian Peninsula 

(Metaphorically Arabian Peninsula) 2004 A.D. 

Piercing of earth in Arabian Peninsula prophecy fulfilled in 2004 
A.D. in India through Christmas Tsunami. 
Note:-The India is also Peninsula like Saudi Arabia. The piercing of 
earth in Arabian Peninsula metaphorically means the Indian Territory 
but not the Arabian districts. Same next day of Tsunami I was 
distributing my literature to the Ahmadies (Bani Israel caught in net of 
Maseeh Dajjaal) in 2004 India, Punjab Qadian on 27th after Christmas 
in morning. 

Christmas Tsunami 

The World’s 3 Major Tsunamis in 3 different parts since 2004 26th 

December.The 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake occurred at 00:58:53 UTC 

on 26 December with the epicentre off the west coast of Sumatra, 

Indonesia. The shock had a moment magnitude of 9.1–9.3 and a maximum 

Mercalli intensity of IX (Violent). The underseamegathrust earthquake was 

caused when the Indian Plate was subducted by the Burma Plate and 

triggered a series of devastating tsunamis along the coasts of most 

landmasses bordering the Indian Ocean, killing 230,000 people in 14 

countries, and inundating coastal communities with waves up to 30 metres 

(100 ft) high. It was one of the deadliest natural disasters in recorded 

history. Indonesia was the hardest-hit country, followed by Sri Lanka, India, 

and Thailand.It is the third-largest earthquake ever recorded on a 

seismograph and had the longest duration of faulting ever observed, 

between 8.3 and 10 minutes.[8] It caused the entire planet to vibrate as 

much as 1 centimetre (0.4 inches)[9] and triggered other earthquakes as far 

away as Alaska.[10] Its epicentre was between Simeulue and mainland 

Indonesia.[11] The plight of the affected people and countries prompted a 

worldwide humanitarian response. In all, the worldwide community donated 
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more than US$14 billion (2004) in humanitarian aid.[12] The event is known 

by the scientific community as the Sumatra–Andaman earthquake.[13][14] 

The resulting tsunami was given various names, including the 2004 Indian 

Ocean tsunami, South Asian tsunami, Indonesian tsunami, the Christmas 

tsunami and the  

(3) Boxing Day tsunami. 

 

4) Piercing of earth under water the Tsunami in West Haiti, 2010 

A.D. 

 
 

5) Piercing of earth under water the Tsu nami in Japan the East 

2011 A.D. 

 
 

6) Daabbatul Ard the Angel Jibraeel in Peacock Form. Hud Hud, 

Mayura (Peacock), Dabbat has  six alphabets & is the 6th Major Sign 

also mentioned in Hadiths. It spoke in favour of Jesus the Mahdi. 
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Now only 4 Major signs of Punishments left for unbelievers (7) Gog 
Magog (8) smoke (9) Fire from sea depth (10) sun rising in west 
immediately after sunset (it may be x planet’s arrival also which will reflect 
sunlight upon earth. These 4 prophecies are still sealed awaiting to be 
revealed). 
 

Sun rise from west is a mystery even for me the Mahdi Jesus. 
Sun, Moon & earth all will be there but directions may change on wish of 
Allaah any time. Allaah said in Quran that Sun & Moon shall be working till 
doomsday which means keep on moving but it doesn’t mean that Hadiths 
are wrong. Some are misunderstood & misinterpreted. Sun rise from west 
is about to happen & even some X-Planet may also appear reflecting sun 
light upon earth as if sun is risen from west. After all it is also a sign for me 
&I am also along all mankid awaiting for its rise. I being Mahdi Jesus also 
can’t know its truth in advance. 

Sun rise pictures or Niburu X-Planet’s arrival. 



 
 

                        
 
 

Miracles of end days are like beads of a broken rosary: - Quran has 
mentioned may end days signs be revealed. Hadiths also have given minor 
& 10 major aayaat’s list. Hadiths also say that these all signs will happen 
continuously one after another in same era just like the falling of a rosary’s 
beads. It also says that this time will be the time of revealing of Allah’s 
promised signs (aayaats, miracles). Quran which is actually information 



from Allah is the main miracle & the promises in it are also miracles. This 
clearly means end days miracles will be fulfilling of all promised signs one 
after another in series during a single era. Quran said that the Ark of Noah 
(a), Firoun’s body, ark of covenant of Moses (a), cities of Sodom & 
Gomorroh & many more are signs to be certified during end days. And 
hadiths also narrated many other minor signs like TV sets, satellite 
channels, loud speakers in mosques, spreading of dancing & singing 
women (filmstars), injustice & corruption, all evil usage of narcotics 
worldwide, shamelessness, insult of parents, hypocrisy in religion Islam, 
common income from interest, very hardships for true believers & rules of 
all hypocrites over them, homosexual marriages, usage of internet & latest 
vehicles, the partitions of Sub-continent India into Pakistan, Bangkla Desh, 
India & Hindu-Muslim roits during partitions, emergence of 3rd Maseeh 
Dajjaal, world war 1 & 2, the disagreement of Hindu-Muslims among 
distribution of Muslim women of Iran, the Hypocrite Muslim Mohammed Ali 
Jinnah’s appearing as Sufyani & capturing 5 states to make Pakistan, 3 
Indo-Pak wars, Indian flag representing 3 main religions, Maseeh Dajjaal’s 
black flag, Indian Pm Narender Modi & Mirza Masroor Ahmad of 
Ahmadiyya Jamat as vice-regents, the startings of wars during their 
period,construction of tunnels in Makkah mountains & clock tower casting 
it’s shadow over Al-Haram mosque of kaaba& many more are mentioned. 
Even usage of aeroplanes, trains, goggles on eyes, women riding motor 
cycles & vehicles, shortage of time, increase in world’s wealth but short of 
time for Allah’s signs understandings, spreading of all holy books through 
internet, skype, youtube, sms, emails, hair dyes, signs in heavens, 
constructions of big decorated mosques with faithless worshippers, 
extraction of earth’s common wealth as petroleum, evil Islamic scholars, 73 
sects in Islam& then specially 10 major signs of end are mentioned. 
Emergence of Maseeh Dajjaal, appearing of Messiah son of Marium the 
Mahdi, 3 Tsunamies, Daabbatul Ard, Yajooj & Majooj, Smoke, Fire & Sun 
rise from west. All above minor & 6 specially mentioned major signs had 
happened in series just like falling of beads from a broken rosary.Very few 
people’s believing in Jesus the Mahdi is also mentioned in wise style like 
their taking shelter upon the mount. A mountain size area denotes the 
number of believers of Mahdi. Hadiths speak about 10 K or little more 
people as first true followers of Mahdi. Hadiths also say about people’s 
taking shelter with Mahdi in place of Daabbatul Ard’s emergence due to 
natural disasters upon earth by Allah. Quran in chaper Qayamat 
75:23,30,31 also say that all people’s refuge will be with their Rab (the Lord 
which implies upon Mahdi also apart from Allah). Quran & Hadiths speak 



about 2 resurrections of the dead. One is spiritual re-incarnation of all 
people of the book along with Jesus son of Marium as Mahdi & then the 
final resurrection of all deads from ground on Judgement day by Allah. So 
coming of Allah’s vice-regent is the revision of all holy books & the 
doomsday. Allah is Rabulaalameen (Lord of the all worlds) & Mahdi 
Messiah Mahadev is appointed world’s King (Rab, Vishvaath, Khalifa) by 
Allah as per prophecies. Allah has used the word “Rab(King)” which has 
dual meanings. It implies upon Allah & upon his appointed Khalifa Mahdi 
also. First Firoun claimed to be “Rab (Allah’s appointed King upon Egypt, 
then Maseeh Dajjaal did the same in splendid form as Allah’s appointed 
King for entire world by claiming to be Khalifa Mahdi Messiah but trueMahdi 
Messiah is actual “Rab(King)”. 
 

Biharul Anwar Hadiths says Daabbatul Ard is Bird & end’s 
sign. 
Daabbatul Ard Peacock’s emergence at Bhongir near Mahdi’s house 
is prophecised in Biharul Anwar Hadiths. 
I say it’s not really the Muqam e Ibrahim of Makkah but Mahdi’s house 
of Raigir in Bhongir.  It is metaphorically called as mosque sahla & 
Muqam e Ibrahim which means place of Ibrahim (a) or place of father 
of many children. Hadiths of Biharul Anwar says that Mosque Sahla is 
house of Mahdi. It means Mahdi’s house with his own children. Here 
Makkans means the hypocrites, ignorant & unbelieving Muslims of 
the village Bhongir. The house of Mahdi is called as “Gufa (dens or 
cave like shelter of Lions. Its Kufa or Koofa in Arabic)” 

 

81- It is narrated from the same chains directly from Abu Basir from Ima
mMuhammad Baqir (a.s.) that he said in a lengthy tradition: "Imam Qaim 
(a.s.) will address his men: O people, these Meccans are not willing to s
ubmit, but I will send an envoy to them to exhaust the argument on them
.  

 Then he will call one of his men and say: Go to the Meccans and sa
y: I am the envoy of so-and-so who says: I am the Ahle Bayt of mercy an
d the mine of prophethood and caliphate. I am the essence of the proge
ny of Muhammad and other prophets. Since our Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) 
passed away, we have been continuously oppressed. We have been su
ppressed and our rights were trespassed. We seek help from you, pleas
e help us.  



 When the envoy conveys this message, they will apprehend and sla
ughter him between Rukn and Maqam and he is the same Nafse Zakiyy
a. When this news reaches Imam Qaim (a.s.) he would tell his men: Did 
I not say that these Meccans will not accept us? Then he would take 313 
men and descend from the Tawa pass and reach the Sacred Mosque. H
e will pray four units of prayers at Maqam Ibrahim and then leaning on H
ajar Aswad, would praise and glorify the Almighty. He will mention the n
ame of the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) and invoke blessings on him. T
hen he would deliver a sermon none has delivered before.  

 After this sermon, the first to pledge allegiance to him would be 
Jibraeel followed by Mikaeel. And along with them the Messenger of Allah 
(s.a.w.s.) and Amirul Momineen (a.s.) will also arise. The Holy Prophet 
(s.a.w.s.) would give a new book to Imam Qaim (a.s.), which would be very 
tough on the Arabs and it would bear a fresh seal. He will say to the Qaim: 
Act according to whatever is mentioned therein. Then 300 of his men and 
some people from Mecca will pledge allegiance to him. 

 

 156- Ghaibat Nomani: It is narrated from Ali bin Ahmad from Ubaidu
llah bin Musa from Harun bin Muslim from Masadah bin Sadaqah from A
bdul Hamid Tawil from Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) regarding the vers
e:  

 "Or, Who answers the distressed one when he calls upon Him and r
emoves the evil, and He will make you successors in the earth. " (Surah 
Naml 27:62)  

"This verse is revealed about the Qaim (a.s.) and Jibraeel who sits on 

the spout in the form of a bird. Jibraeel will be the first to pay 

allegiance to the Qaim and then the three hundred and thirteen 

companions will pledge allegiance. Those (of the Qaim's companions), 

who are able to travel will arrive in time and those who cannot would 

disappear from their beds. It is the same that is mentioned in the saying 

of Allah: "Therefore hasten to (do) good works; wherever you are, Allah 

will bring you all together. " (Surah Baqarah 2:148) 

Imam Sadiq (a): “The first person who will pledge allegiance with the 

Qa’im (a) will be Gabriel who will ascend in the form of a white bird. He 



will then put one of his feet on the Ka’bah (Note:-Metaphorically the 

Mosque of Allah) and the other on Bayt al-Muqaddas and will call in 

Fasih and eloquent Arabic in such a way that all of the creation will 

hear him. He will state that the command of Allah has come; race 

toward it.” (Bihar al-Anwar, v.52, p.286) 

(My Note:- Here it is being told about the command of end days & 

that’s Daabbatul Ard’s speaking. Here in the above Hadiths 27 the 

chapter’s 62 verse is mentioned & not 27:82 but in other way in 

hidden style the Daabbatul Ard’s 27:82’s scene is mentioned as 

“end signs” & speaking of the Daabbatul Ard as Bird. When Mahdi 

calls to Allaah then his answer should come as per Quran 27:62 

verse. And then first to pledge alliance to Mahdi because mankind 

believed him not. So through these hadiths we come to know that 

White Bird is none other than the Daabbatul Ard. And on joining all 

its descriptions we are able to see its Angel Jibraeel in Peacock 

form). 

He replied: The Almighty Allah has placed it there, it is in fact a stone 

that the Almighty Allah had sent to Adam (a.s.) in Paradise and because 

of the renewal of covenant it was placed near that pillar. Because when 

the Almighty Allah took covenant from human beings when they were in 

the loins of their progenitors it was taken at this same place. And on this 

same spot a bird will descend for Imam Qaim (a.s.) and will be the first to 

pledge allegiance for him and by Allah, he will be Jibraeel and on the 

same spot Imam Qaim would stand resting his back. And it is a proof for 

Imam Qaim (a.s.).” 

Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) then said: 

63- Al-Kafi: It is narrated from Muhammad bin Yahya etc. from 

Muhammad bin Ahmad from Musa bin Umar from Muhammad bin Sinan 

from Abu Saeed Qummat from Bukair bin Ayyan that he said: 

“I asked Imam Ja’far Sadiq (a.s.): Why is the Hajar Aswad placed at that 

particular pillar of Kaaba and why it was not placed at another pillar? 



“Or, Who answers the distressed one when he calls upon Him and 

removes the evil, and He will make you successors in the earth.” (Surah 

Naml 27:62) 

In this verse, the word of ‘distressed’ denotes Imam Qaim (a.s.). 

After that first of all Jibraeel will pledge allegiance to him in the form of a 

bird perching on the niche (Note:-it means the White Bird will sit on a 

Black rock will certify Mahdi’s claim as true); followed by three hundred 

and some persons (Note:-This includes angels,Jins & few true humans 

the believers as per other hadiths). 

Then Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) said: Thus one who is capable to 

travel to him will immediately come to him and one who can’t will be 

taken away from his bed at night. And it is with regard to them that 

Amirul Momineen (a.s.) has said: It is these who would disappear from 

their beds and the Almighty Allah has said: 

 “Therefore hasten to (do) good works; wherever you are, Allah will bring 
you all together.” (Surah FBaqarah 2:148) 

 

Daabbat’s prophecies were sealed with wisdom to be 
revealed only for Mahdi after his rejection by mankind. 
The list of signs of Daabbatul Ard (Animal from the earth)’s speaking 
as per sealed prophecies of Quran & Hadiths! Allah has already promised 
in Quran, Bible& Hadiths that the end days prophecies will be sealed to be 
only broken by Jesus Christ of 2nd coming the Mahdi. It means those 
prophecies were in riddle form & sealed with wise words which will be read 
by mankind but will be misunderstood. It may appear to mankind very 
strange due to being sealed with wisdom but it’s very much true. If you go 
in depth then it was only the Peacock mentioned in riddle form which 
mankind didn’t recognize. Simple secret of Peacock’s speaking for Mahdi 
was maintained with high wisdom& security. All the signs given below are 
100% proved from Quran, Hadiths & facts. Muslim scholars may feel 
ashamed or insulted but it was not their authority to reveal this fact. They 
may initially unbelieve my claims also! But once they read all these details 
here in this book then they can never diprove this truth. Their mind & eyes 
are still strucked on real Safa Hill of Makkah in Arabia for Daabbatul Ard’s 
emergencedue to Islamic prophecies but they didn’t know that those 
prophecies used the metaphorical names of the places & were through 
visions of Prophet Mohammed (s) whose interpretations were supposed to 



come true in India. They didn’t understand the prophecies of replacement 
of Syria with India, Ghazwa e Hind, the Jesus son of Maryam’s re-
incarnation as Mahdi, the word “aayaat” of Quran 27:82 pointing to Mahdi, 
the prophecy of White Bird’s pledging alliance to Mahdi first, the Hoopoe’s 
becoming National Bird of Israel in 2008 A.D., the replacement of Israel’s 
national Bird Hoopoe with Indian National Bird Peacock & many more 
things. They were not so wise to adjoin all the signs & vision’s 
interpretations into 1. The signs of Maseeh Dajjaal, Messiah, 3 Tsunamies 
& Daabbatul Ard were all interlinked. Only Messiah Mahdi was supposed to 
pass through these signs personally & practically. So it all happened. Other 
creatures also speak but their signs did not match with the signs of the 
Peacock as mentioned in Hadiths. Even if other animals also speak to 
common men then their speaking cannot be proved as particular Quran’s 
prophecised 27:82 Daabbatul Ard’s speaking! The unique sealed 
prophecies are revealed practically for Mahdi along with Peacock! Some 
foolish men may say that even dog or cat or cock also responds to voices 
sometimes then I ask them “did the signs of such animals are mentioned in 
Quran & hadiths speaking for common men, is there any prophecy of such 
animals speaking for common men.” It’s not at all there but the prophecies 
about Peacock’s speaking for Mahdi with reasons, time, period & other 
signs mentioned & they came true now. To deny or unbelieve these facts 
some ignorant people give all such nonsense reasons. There was 
prophecy of Peacock’s speaking for Mahdi in sealed form which was 
maintained as top secret in the riddle form which mankind couldn’t 
understand & it happened now. So accept it sincerely. 

1) The speaking & emergence of it was supposed to be practical 
certification of Quran, Hadiths & Bible prophecies. 

2) It was supposed to certify the Hoopoe (Hud Hud)’s speaking to 
prophet Sulaiman (a), Allah’s speaking through angel Jibrayeel (a) to 
Moses from Boxthorn tree & prophecies of Quran along with Hadiths. 

3) It was supposed to be a time, period, situation & characters bounded 
complete scene along with the presence of true Mahdi wih his 
children & few followers. 

4) It was supposed to be 6th major sign of world’s end out of ten. It was 
supposed to appear after 5 major signs of end as mentioned in 
hadiths. The first sign Maseeh Dajjaal, 2nd sign the Jesus of 2nd 
Coming as Mahdi, 3rd as Tsunami in West, 4rth as Tsunami in west & 
5th as Tsunami in Indian Peninsula. And then it was upposed to be 6th 
sign. 



5) The speaking of the Daabbatul ard was supposed to happen in India 
on a place similar to Safa Hill & Marwah. It was supposed to happen 
in Nalgonda District with area 105 km square in India which is 
equivalent to area of Damascus. It was supposed to happen in a 
place Raigir similar to Antioch. 

6) It was supposed to be angel Jibrayeel (a) in the form of Peacock the 
National Bird of India which is mankind’s most beloved creature. It 
generally walks on ground & flies with 60 to 90 feet distances in 
single flight. It was supposed to be the first person to pledge alliance 
to Mahdi. All its descriptions in prophecies were in the form of riddles 
to confuse mankind. It was only supposed to be revealed for true 
Mahdi by Allah himself. The Peacock feather has ring like structure 
on it’s end & a white stick like that of Moses (a). Because when 
Moses used to hold the stick with white hand then stick might used to 
become white like Peacock’s white feather. 

7) All other creatures nearby to it were also supposed to speak after it 
certifying world’s end. The other creatures also include other 
peacocks & birds in that area of Daabbatul ard.  

8) It was supposed to be a mystery in a riddle form till its emergence for 
Mahdi all of a sudden. It was not supposed to be known to anybody 
except Mahdi along with his children & few followers.  

9) It was supposed to emerge during forenoon in 3rd year of Mahdi’s 
publicly appearing during Ramzan & Zilhaj months. Mahdi should 
already have appeared along with his announcement on 14 May 
2012 A.D. through Satellite news channel in an Indian State (Andhra 
Pradesh) similar to State of Israel during his 40 years age. It was 
supposed to speak in 43rd year of Mahdi’s age as 6th sign of Allah.  

10) It was supposed to answer Mahdi on behalf of Allah after his 
call to Allaah in distress due to his wife & Daabbat was supposed to 
appear from a black stone of the hill from behind the Indian box thorn 
tree after Mahdi’s unique Sermon & 4 units of forenoon prayer.  

11) It was supposed to speak the words “I am who I am (Mai Ya Oo 
or Mai Oo)” in Hyderabad’s Urdu Deccani language of Mahdi 
certifying the Old Testament Bible Exodus scene of Moses & angel 
Jibrayeel (a). It was also supposed to certify the prophecies of 
Yezidis of Iran. 

12) It was supposed to emerge when Mahdi will be unbelieved by 
mankind despite of his struggles, his house surroundings by evil 
people, his house demolition & exile to a deserted place away from 
city. 



13) This scene was supposed to be in a rectangular place of valley 
surrounded by mountains in a deserted area where Mahdi lives along 
with his many children. There was supposed to be sand nearby & the 
roots also. 

14) The news of it was supposed to be spread worldwide in 
seconds as a test for believers, unbelievers & hypocrites.  

15)  Sun rise from west may be supposed to happen on its 3rd 
year’s of emergence in 2018 Ramzan & Zilhaj month. 

16) It was supposed to be a major sign of Allah for Mahdi to 
approach the latest splendid pharaoh the Maseeh Dajjaal for the 
release of Bani Israel from its bondage. 

17) It was supposed to be a big Allah’s miraculous scene after the 
presentation of Maseeh dajjaal’s deceptive daabbatul ard in the 
world. It was supposed to eat away all the falsehood of Maseeh 
Dajjaal’s Daabbatul Ard’s (plague germs) presentation in the world. 

18) There were supposed to be 2 more Hindus as believers who 
will be witness of this incident along with their dog. 

19) It was supposed to always sit on the nich of the black stone on 
hill in western side of Mahdi’s house (east face of kaaba where Hajre 
Aswad is affixed). It’s voice was supposed to be heard in between the 
black stone of the hill & Mahdi’s house. Only Mahdi’s children, 2 
Hindus & 3 other followers faces were supposed to be enlightened by 
its emergence. 

20) It was supposed to turn its face towards East & then towards 
Nalgonda district & shout aloud.  IIt’s vice was supposed to be heard 
in between heavens & eath. 

21) It was supposed to have all the attributes of different creatures 
in it & bless the Mahdi with special prayers. 

22) In the emergence year of it the goat sarifice day in India was 
supposed to be on Friday when people go to Mina for 2nd time after 
performing Haj. 

23) It was also supposed to speak in evening time on Friday of goat 
sacrifice festival in India. It was supposed to appear on Wednesday 
also as per f faith. 

24) It was also supposed to appear 40 times with gaps in between. 
25) It was supposed to harm, injure unbelievers & also mark some 

hypocrites permanently as destined for hell. 
26) It was supposed to be a single male Bird Peacock which looks 

white from behind & a slow walker on earth. 



27) It was supposed to have beak, fur on body, a tale like lamb or deer, a 
neck like an Ostrich, chest like Lion’s chest, colors of tiger & cheetah, 
eyes like swine, wings, ears like Elephant to hear even infra sounds, 
head like Bull, horns like stag, a horn like hippo, hounches like cat, a 
cruiser on land like star which people cannot catch it & should have 4 
limbs also, a beard & a face like humans do have a face.  It was 
supposed to have monkey like hands & appearance like running 
horse & camel.  
 

Hadiths about Dabbatul Ard which now proved upon 
Peacock perfectly Mashallaah. 

 

Note:-It’s all waste to say that “this hadiths is weak or that Hadiths is 
weak or wrong or that is true, this is wrong” but all those hadiths which 
came true related to Daabbatul Ard are proved as authentic. Let it be 
from Biharul Anwar or Buqari or any other source. Remember there 
were some 7 lakh hadiths found by the Hadiths collectors after the death 
of prophet Mohammed (s). And it was very much possible that some of 
the authentic hadiths related to end of the world’s signs are not recorded 
in main hadiths books. A true believer cannot say that these hadiths are 
wrong & unfit for the Peacock. It was the evil act of Maseeh Dajjaal 
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad & his vice-regents (Caliphs) but not mine. 

 

Few Highlights of the Prophetical scenes about Daabbatul 
Ard!  
Allah has spoken about Hoopoe’s speaking & to certify this Allah replaced it 
with Peacock. How can Allah do injustice to mankind by bringing out other 
strange diabolic animal to speak instead of the Peacock? Israel along with 
Syria is replaced with Andhra Pradesh in India.  Hoopoe Hud Hud National 
Bird of Israel now also replaced with Indian National Bird “Mayura” 
Peacock. Allah narrated about Hud Hud’s speaking to Prophet Sulaiman 
(a) & to certify this another prophecised animal of 27:82 was supposed to 
be another National Bird of India because Israel replacement’s prophecy 
with India was already there in 2 Esdras OT Bible. And now the National 
Bird of Israel is Hud Hud (Hoopoe), (2) The names of the places used in 
the Hadiths prophecies like Safa, Marwa, Damascus, Western wall of 
Mosque, Mosque Sahla (Prophet Ibrahim’s) house etc came true in India. 
The names of places were metaphorically used in the prophecies which 
were misunderstood as real by Mankind. (3) The area of Damascus 105 
Km square exactly matches with Nalgonda District area 105kmsquare in 



Andhra Pradesh, India. (4) Year 2015 Ramzan & Zilhaj Festival day Friday 
also mentioned in Hadiths came true. (5) Quran said that Hud Hud spoke to 
Prophet Sulaiman (a) & now Peacock Bird spoke for Christ Jesus the 
Mahdi because people unbelieved him as the bunch of end day’s signs 
(aayaat)! (6) The interpretations of Hadiths prophecies came true in a 
rectangular area with black stone Hill on one side & Mahdi’s house on its 
another end corner. (7) The physical presence of Mahdi along with 13 
persons, 2 Romans (Hindus) with their dog & Mahdi’s calling Allah in 
distress due to his wife also came true & Allah responded to Mahdi’s call 
through Angel Gabriel (a) in the form of Peacock.Earlier Allah spoke to 
Moses (a) directly through Angel in the form of Fire (which has all 7 colors 
in it like rainbow) (8) The Prophecies of Biharul Anwar Hadiths about White 
Bird’s pledging Alliance to Mahdi first came true. Daabbatul Ard was 
mentioned in 2 styles in Biharul Anwar Hadiths just like Muqam e Ibrahm & 
Mosque Sahla. Just like wheatish complexioned Jesus going round Kaaba 
along with 2 persons & Jesus arrival with 2 angels in 2 yellow sheets (as 
wheat is wrapped with 2 yellowish hay) on mosque aqsa where white tower 
was there. (9) The Bongir is prophecised among Hinduism as the land of 
Mahdi’s rising world wide in the form of Vaman Avtar. It’s mentioned in 
1000 names of Shiva that Waman Avtar, Varaha Avtar himself is Lord 
Shiva. And all signs proved that he is the Jesus of second coming the 
Mahdi whom the Christians, Jews & Muslims are awaiting.  (10) The 
prophecies about Peacock Angel’s appearance for Mahdi also came true in 
the valley (metaphorically Lalish). (11) There will be no more Daabbatul Ard 
the prophecised animal to emerge from real Safah Hill of Makkah now as 
prophecies already fulfilled. (12) All strong & weak hadiths related to this 
Daabbatul Ard the Peacock are proved to be 100% true leaving no room for 
any other animal to emerge again. Daabbatul Ard prophecy was actually a 
complete time, situation bounded 6th scene connected with the immediate 
previous scenes of Mahdi & Maseeh Dajjaal in series along with 3 
Tsunamis. Muslims misunderstood about those scenes of Daabbatul Ard to 
happen in real Safa Hill of Makkah as they never thought of their 
interpretations coming true in India in Safah hill like rectangular place in 
presence of Mahdi. If all Holy prophecies of Sunni Muslims Hadiths & 
Biharul Anwar are joined then any person can understand this easily.  And 
it’s not the Beast of NT Bible Rev.13 as this chapter is all about the 
Antichrist666 the PseudoChrist & his religious dynasty. 

 

A Question from all Muslims who believed Quran, Hadiths & 
Allah’s promises? 



When Allah has given all the signs, descriptions of Peacock bird to emerge 
as Daabbatul Ard for Mahdi in the riddle form then how come any other 
animal can emerge? Did Allah ever give them any other animal’s 
emergence prophecies in Quran & Hadiths apart from Peacock? Did Allah 
not say that prophet’s visions are partially metaphorical along with literal 
scenes in Quran & Hadiths? Did Allah not already inform mankind that 
these prophecies will be sealed till Mahdi’s arrival& did those sealed 
prophecies not come true in India? Did Allah go against his promises? Why 
do they seek excuses to unbelieve this authentic fact of Peacock’s 
speaking? Simple Peacock’s emergence for Mahdi was maintained as high 
secret by Allah which amazed the Muslims. Should they not thank Allah & 
accept Mahdi now as their King? Allah gave all the descriptions of Peacock 
to emerge as Speaking animal for Mahdi in 2015 A.D. And mankind has 
named those descriptions certifying animal as Peacock, Taoos, Mayura, 
colorful Ostrich etc. All the prophecies were having the Peacock’s prophecy 
in its descriptions but name “Peacock, Taoos, Mayura’Colorful Ostrich etc” 
were not given.  
Note:-Was mankind expecting strange newly created Daabbatul Ard to 
emerge above the globe & visible in entire sky on both parts of globe during 
night & day distinguishing between unbelievers & believers? Such 
prophecy was never there & so how can it come true? How can a small 
animal from Arabia be seen worldwide by entire mankind? Did any animal 
earlier go into the Safa hill with staff of Moses (a) & ring of Solomon (a)? Is 
there any holy book claiming such historical authentic fact & if not then 
hiow can it come back from Safa Hill of Makkah? Now what for the Muslims 
are waiting? 
 

The list of Quran’s verses using the word “daabba”. 
 

I have found total 18 times the usage of word “daabba” in Quran. It’s 
actually used for all living creatures including mankind, Birds, insects 
& all other moving animals. There is a big difference between the 
words “a creature from earth (it can be any animal, short distance 
flying walking bird also)” & “a creature of the earth (Termites)”.   
 
Quran 27:82:- And when the word befalls them, We will bring forth for 
them a creature from the earth (daabbatin minal arz) speaking to them, 
[saying] that the people were, of Our verses, not certain [in faith]. 
Quran 2:164:-Indeed, in the creation of the heavens and earth, and the 
alternation of the night and the day, and the [great] ships which sail through 



the sea with that which benefits people, and what Allah has sent down from 
the heavens of rain, giving life thereby to the earth after its lifelessness and 
dispersing therein every [kind of] moving creature, and [His] directing of 
the winds and the clouds controlled between the heaven and the earth are 
signs for a people who use reason. 
Quran 6:38:-And there is no creature on [or within] (daabbatin fil 
arz) the earth or bird that flies with its wings except [that they are] 
communities like you. We have not neglected in the Register a thing. Then 
unto their Lord they will be gathered. 
Quran 11:6:-And there is no creature on earth (daabbatin fil arz) but that 
upon Allah is its provision, and He knows its place of dwelling and place of 
storage. All is in a clear register. 
Quran 11:55:-Indeed, I have relied upon Allah , my Lord and your Lord. 
There is no creature (daabbatin) but that He holds its forelock. Indeed, my 
Lord is on a path [that is] straight." 
Quran 16:49:-And to Allah prostrates whatever is in the heavens and 
whatever is on the earth ofcreatures (daabbatin), and the angels [as well], 
and they are not arrogant. 
Quran 16:61:-And if Allah were to impose blame on the people for their 
wrongdoing, He would not have left upon the earth any creature 
(daabbatin), but He defers them for a specified term. And when their term 
has come, they will not remain behind an hour, nor will they precede [it]. 
Quran 8:22:-Indeed, the worst of living creatures (davvaabi) in the sight 
of Allah are the deaf and dumb who do not use reason. 
Quran 8:55:-Indeed, the worst of living creatures (davvaabi) in the sight 
of Allah are those who have disbelieved, and they will not [ever] believe - 
Quran 22:18:-Do you not see that to Allah prostrates whoever is in the 
heavens and whoever is on the earth and the sun, the moon, the stars, the 
mountains, the trees, the moving creatures (davvaabu) and many of the 
people? But upon many the punishment has been justified. And he whom 
Allah humiliates - for him there is no bestower of honor. Indeed, Allah does 
what He wills. 
Quran 35:28:- And among people and moving creatures and grazing 
livestock (ddavaabi) are various colors similarly. Only those fear Allah, 
from among His servants, who have knowledge. Indeed, Allah is Exalted in 
Might and Forgiving. 
Quran 45:4:- And in the creation of yourselves and what He disperses 
of moving creatures (daabbatin) are signs for people who are certain [in 
faith]. 



Quran 29:60:- And how many a creature (daabbatin) carries not its [own] 
provision. Allah provides for it and for you. And He is the Hearing, the 
Knowing. 
Quran 31:10:- He created the heavens without pillars that you see and has 
cast into the earth firmly set mountains, lest it should shift with you, and 
dispersed therein from every creature (daabbatin). And We sent down 
rain from the sky and made grow therein [plants] of every noble kind. 
Quran 24:45:- Allah has created every [living] creature (daabbatin min 
maaeen) from water. And of them are those that move on their bellies, and 
of them are those that walk on two legs, and of them are those that walk on 
four. Allah creates what He wills. Indeed, Allah is over all things competent. 
Quran 34:14:- And when We decreed for Solomon death, nothing indicated 
to the jinn his death except a creature of the earth (daabbatul arz) eating 
his staff. But when he fell, it became clear to the jinn that if they had known 
the unseen, they would not have remained in humiliating punishment. 
Quran 35:45:- And if Allah were to impose blame on the people for what 
they have earned, He would not leave upon the earth any creature (min 
daabbatin). But He defers them for a specified term. And when their time 
comes, then indeed Allah has ever been, of His servants, Seeing. 
Quran 42:29:- And if Allah were to impose blame on the people for what 
they have earned, He would not leave upon the earth any creature (fi 
hima min daabbatin). But He defers them for a specified term. And when 
their time comes, then indeed Allah has ever been, of His servants, Seeing. 
 

The Verses of Quran about Daabbatul Ard, signs of Allah & 
the retaliation of aayaat’s (signs) rejectors. 
 

Note: - It was very hard for mankind of old age (past era) to understand the 
Allah’s miracles, verses, statements & workings. That’s why Allah made 
mankind invent telecommunications & other technologies to understand his 
existence. Allah wanted to remove this very big gap of technologies 
between mankind & Allah. Now mankind has recording systems, 
telecommunications & many abilities through which he can understand the 
existence of Allah easily. That’s why he promised in Quran to show the 
miracles among mankind only so that they can believe in him. 
  
Allah is telling that he will avenge all unbelievers of his signs. It 
mainly includes Messiah Mahdi, Maseeh Dajjaal & Daabbatul Ard. 
After that all 7 signs are actually punishments from Allah started from 



low level to high. It means Daabbatul Ard sign is last chance of 
repentance. 
 
Alimran 3:4:-    Surely, those who deny the Signs of ALLAH, shall have a 
severe punishment. And ALLAH is Mighty, Lord of Retribution. 
 
Here Allah is telling that he will show the signs among mankind itself 
which means Messiah Mahdi, Maseeh Dajjaal & Daabbatul Ard will be 
among mankind but people will not be aware till the time appointed. It 
includes many other signs like discovery of Noah’r Ark, Firoun’s 
body, copper flow in world through electricity, controlling of air 
through fans, telecommunications, aeroplanes etc. So that mankind 
will believe Allah & his Quran ultimately. 
 
Fussilat 41:53:- “We will show them Our Signs (aayaats) in the universe, 
and in their own selves, until it becomes manifest to them that this (the 
Quran) is the truth” 
 
Allah is warning to mankind to march for Allah’s work which includes 
joining Jesus Christ Mahdi for prevailation of Islam. Otherwise Allah 
will replace them with new ummat. 
 “If you don’t march, he will punish you with a painful torment & replace you 
by another people & you cannot harm him at all, & Allah is able to do all 
things.” Quran 9:39. 
   
27:75. And there is nothing hidden in the heaven and the earth, but is in a 
Clear Book (i.e. Al-Lauh Al-Mahfuz). 
27:76. Verily, this Qur'an narrates to the Children of Israel most of that 
about which they differ. 
There is no new Quran to be delivered for Jesus Christ Mahdi who is 
sent one by Allah. These verses are implying upon him also. It means 
he will also be called as mad but his character will be very good. He 
will be falsely blamed by hypocrite Muslims & dragged into false 
cases. Dragging the sent one of Allah into false cases is mentioned in 
Quran separately which is satanic act to disturb his holy work. Here 
Allah is assuring Mahdi also to have faith in Allah & continue his 
work. Allah is telling to Mahdi also that he will not be able to make 
spiritual dead people hear the truth. 
 
27:77. And truly, it (this Qur'an) is a guide and a mercy to the believers. 



27:78. Verily, your Lord will decide between them (various sects) by His 
Judgement. And He is the All-Mighty, the All-Knowing. 
27:79. So put your trust in Allah; surely, you are on manifest truth. 
27:80. Verily, you cannot make the dead to hear (i.e. benefit them and 
similarly the disbelievers), nor can you make the deaf to hear the call, when 
they flee, turning their backs. 
27:81. Nor can you lead the blind out of their error, you can only make to 
hear those who believe in Our Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, 
signs, revelations, etc.), and who have submitted (themselves to Allah in 
Islam as Muslims). 
27:82. And when the Word (of torment) is fulfilled against them, We shall 
bring out from the earth a beast to them, which will speak to them because 
mankind believed not with certainty in Our Aayaat. 
Quran 24:45:- Allah has created every [living] creature (Daabbat) from 

water. And of them are those that move on their bellies, and of them are 

those that walk on two legs, and of them are those that walk on four. Allah 

creates what He wills. Indeed, Allah is over all things competent. 

 

Most of the learned Islamic scholars have given their opinions about 

the mysteriously prophecised earth’s animal’s emergence on internet 

youtube.com . Some of them have seriously tried to prove it as 

policticians & some as internet, Robots or a strange diabolic animal. 

But none of them could know that it was angel Jibraeel (a) in the form 

of Peacock. 

Just type “Beast earth, Daabbatul ard, qayamat sign” on youtube 

search engine to see their confused improper ettempts to know the 

secret of it. They all failed & now must be amazed.  

 

Please See the Miracles of Daabbatul Ard right now. 

Kindly watch the real Daabbatul Ard Angel Jibraeel (s) Peacock form 

for me (Mahdi) speaking miraculously certifying all my claims. Around 

350 such miracles got naturally recorded due to my recording hobby. 

Pliz don’t doubt.It’s emergence is complete scene without 

editings.These are naturally recorded videos on youtube.com 

(a) Daabat Al-Arz Peacock certify Mahdi's claim. English 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nU_LHpDCw0k 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nU_LHpDCw0k


(b) Dabbatul Ard Peacock spoke for Mahdi Jesus! Miracle 

Must Watch! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1s-nRPjutvQ 

                                      © Mahdi Peacock Miracle. It’s Dabbatul Ard 

Speaking. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9gYSg4ZbHw 

(d) Daabat Al Ard Peacock gave many witnesses loudly on demand of 

Mahdi. Miracle English 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tzGod6-2JM 

(e) Breaking News Daabbatul Ard Peacock Speak. Miracles of Allah. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lIFYKEsNnbI 

(f)Peacock Daabbatul Ard said "Yes Yes Yes" on my claims! Miracle of 

Allah! English 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87Pa6YB4Fgk 

(g) Daabbatul Ard Peacock witness in evening on Id-Alzha as per Hadiths. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQEpFGVbVM4 

(h)Daabbatul Ard Peacock witness in evening on Id-Alzha as per Hadiths. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBgqqlmg_9I 

(i) Daabbatul Ard clearly seen giving witness for Allah's sign Mahdi. 

    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UyYK8Oi-47k 

(j)Daabba Peacock & other Birds also certified Mahdi with Neighbours. 

Miracle of Allah! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oeeRYguecU0 

 
All saying of Quran & Hadiths about Daabbatul Ard (Animal 
from earth)! 
 

Quran & Hadiths said that Beast from the earth is actually National 

Bird Peacock of India. Old Syria along with its state Israel will be 

replaced with India & Andhra Pradesh & it’s national Bird Hoopoe 

(Hud Hud) will be replaced with Natinal Bird of India the Peacock. This 

Peacock will be actually angel Jibrayeel (s) who will become peacock 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1s-nRPjutvQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9gYSg4ZbHw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tzGod6-2JM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lIFYKEsNnbI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87Pa6YB4Fgk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQEpFGVbVM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBgqqlmg_9I


to speak for Mahdi from the Boxthorn tree (Gharqad tree) in 2015 A.D. 

when people will not believe Mahdi despite of his struggles.  

Mankind may say that “how come Peacock was mentioned in Quran & 

Hadiths which we couldn’t see but only Mahdi saw it, how it was 

sealed & why we were all unable to see the simple Peacock’s 

speaking prophecy despite of its detailed descriptions in Quran & 

Hadiths?”. Its answer is simple “Mankind was supposed to have all 

the details with them about Peacock’s speaking for Mahdi but they 

were not supposed to know it because those prophecies were sealed 

till 2015 July till unbelieving of people for true Mahdi. Their duty was 

to act just as a layman because the wisdom & authority was with only 

Mahdi the Jesus Christ of 2nd Coming”.  

 

Signs & descriptions about Daabbatul Ard’s emergence based upon 

Quran & Hadiths complete research. They are more than 100 

identification proofs about Daabbatul ard covered in 15 points given 

below. It’s 100% revealed as Peacock but was kept as top secret by 

Allah till 2015 July! None in the world can disprove this fact! Some 

new signs about Daabbatul ard will be noticed here which were 

already there in sealed prophecies but never understood by people. 

They are revealed by me now with proofs which may surprise 

Muslims. But ultimately on investigations they are proved true. All 

strong & weak hadiths are joined together as they all came true. Read 

complete book of proofs for perfect investigation. After all a 

prophecised miracle is revealed & mankind’s surprise is natural. 

There is big difference between the knowledge of common Islamic 

scholars & devine knowledge of Jesus of 2nd coming as Mahdi. 

Investigate completely with patience without raising any queries in 

advance. 

(Note:-In Biharul Anwar Hadiths the prophecies of Daabbatul Ard are 

mentioned separately & the prophecies of white Bird’s pledging alliance to 

Mahdi are mentioned separately. But when we see the descriptions of 

Daabbatul Ard like its being a bird, having beak etc then we come to know 

that the same daabbatul ard is mentioned in two styles in Biharul Anwar 

Hadiths. One as a white Bird & another as Daabbatul Ard. It’s just like the 



hadiths of Sunni Muslims about 2 angels with Isa son of Maryam’s arrival & 

2 persons going round kaaba with Isa ibne Maryam. Both 2 angels & 

persons means the same. Here also angel Jibraeel (a) in the white bird 

form is none other than the Daabbatul Ard. Remember after all the 

prophecies are in riddle form & sealed for common mankind only to be 

unveiled by true Mahdi. So as true Mahdi I am revealing to you because 

they are naturally unveiled now with me.) 

Riddle form prophecies are given below as references:-The symbolic 

riddle form prophecies about Daabbatul Ard were actually through vision of 

Mohammed (a) based on which he narrated below given hadiths. The 

interpretations of those visions about Daabbatul Ard came true in India. All 

places shown in the vision were metaphorical in sence & those scenes 

came true in similar places as shown in the vision. Scenes, characters, 

time period are literal as it is but in similar places of those places shown in 

the visions. The scenes happened correctly on time, situation, location, 

dates etc but not in Makkah. Those all scenes happened in India proving 

the places names of the prophecies as metaphorical. The scenes are same 

but happened on other metaphorical places. 

 

1) The emergence of the Daabbatul Ard is actually a complete 

prophecised scene in many parts of Hadiths & Quran. It is only one 

single creature to emerge & not the group. But later a group of 

other creatures including was supposed to join certifying the 

speech of Daabbatul Ard. Uptill now it was not read jointly. And it’s 

not just normal speaking of an animal without the presence of 

Allah’s apostle Mahdi. Daabbatul Ard is very big sign of world’s 

end mentioned in Quran 27:82.  In this verse the word “Aayaat” 

actually points to Isa son of Maryam the Mahdi when investigated 

in detail because there are 10 major aayaats of end world’s end 

mentioned in Hadiths also. Both topics contain “Daabbatul Ard” & 

“Aayaat” words. And hadiths say the main reason of it’s speaking 

is Mahdi’s rejection by mankind. When mankind will not believe 

him then Allah will bring out this creature to speak in his favour. 

The corresponding hadith to this Quran 27:82 is discovered in 

Biharul Anwar Hadiths which say that first the angel Jibraeel (a) 



will pledge alliance to Mahdi in the form of a white bird because 

people will not believe in him. The Quran 27:82 & this hadiths co-

incide perfectly. And Hadiths of Biharul Anwar also say that first 

Mahdi will call to Allah in distress certifying verse Quran 27:62 & 

then Allah will respond to him. And how Allah will respond to him 

is mentioned in another hadiths of the angel Jibraeel (a)’s pledging 

alliance to Mahdi in the form of white Bird which will also make 

loud cry, shout & speak.  So the Quran 27:82, 27:62, Angel Jibraeel 

(a) in white Bird form, Quran 42:51 & Towba:128 are all interlinked 

which mankind didn’t understand. The plague germs of Rat are not 

single but they are many. And those germs are not the Quran’s 

27:82 prophecised speaking animal.  

 

Quran 27:82:- And when the word of end will be about to happen upon 

them, We will bring out for them a creature from the earth (daabbatin 

minal arz) speaking to them, because the mankind were not believing in 

our Our Signs (Aayaats of end days including 10 major aayaats as per 

hadiths, the Jesus Christ Mahdi). 

 

Quran 42:51:- And it is not for a man that Allah should speak to him 
except by revelation or from behind a veil or by sending a messenger to 
reveal by His command what He pleases. Surely, He is High, Wise. 

A Messenger has come to you from among yourselves. Your 

suffering is distressing to him. He is deeply concerned  about you, 

and is gentle and merciful to the believers. (Surat at-Tawba: 128) 

 

Hadiths:- 156- Ghaibat Nomani: It is narrated from Ali bin Ahmad from 

Ubaidullah bin Musa from Harun bin Muslim from Masadah bin Sadaqah 

from Abdul Hamid Tawil from Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) regarding 

the verse: 

"Or, who answers the distressed one when he calls upon Him and 

removes the evil, and He will make you successors in the earth.” (Surah 

Naml 27:62)  

"This verse is revealed about the Qaim (a.s.) and Jibraeel who sits on 
the spout in the form of a bird. Jibraeel will be the first to pay allegiance 



to the Qaim and then the three hundred and thirteen companions will 
pledge allegiance. Those (of the Qaim's companions), who are able to 
travel will arrive in time and those who cannot would disappear from 
their beds. It is the same that is mentioned in the saying of Allah:  
"Therefore hasten to (do) good works; wherever you are, Allah will bring 
you all together.” (Surah Baqarah 2:148) 

(Note:-For further detail investigations kindly read the entire book 

along with references given) 

 

2) It will first emerge during forenoon; it will also speak during the 

evening time of Haj when people will be returning to Mina on 

Friday. In this year of it’s emergence the goat sacrifice day will 

come on Friday when Haj pilgrims will be returning to Mina in 

Makkah. 

 

Reference:-7- Shaykh Muhammad bin Hasan Hurre Amili has written a 

comprehensive book on the discussion of Rajat entitled: Al-Iqaz Minal 

Hujjata bil Burhan Ala Rajat. In addition to these there are other scholars 

who have written books about the proof of occultation of Imam Qaim 

(a.s.) in which they have mentioned Rajat. Even though they have not 

written a separate book on to his topic and we should also know that 

most of our scholars have written separate books. And before this you 

have seen that great scholars, whose greatness cannot be doubted, 

have narrated traditions about Rajat.  

Allamah Rahmatulla has written in Khulasatul Rijal in the account of 

Maisar bin Abdul Aziz that Aqiqi has said that Aale Muhammad (a.s.) 

have praised him and he used to hold debates on the subject of Rajat. In 

Tafsir Majmaul Bayan Shaykh Aminuddin Tabarsi has written in the 

explanation of: "And when the word shall come to pass against them..." 

(Surah Naml 27:82) 

When the chastisement became certain on them and its meaning is also 

explained that when they became such that neither anyone of them can 

get salvation nor anyone can get salvation through them. And it can also 

be said that when the Almighty Allah became infuriated at them and also 

that when chastisement will come on them in the near Hour: "We shall 



bring forth for them a creature from the earth that shall talk to them, 

because people did not believe in our signs." (Surah Naml 27:82) 

And it will come out between Safa and Marwah and will tell the believer 

that he is a believer and tell the disbeliever that he is a disbeliever. Time 

of repentance will end and no ones repentance will be henceforth 

accepted and it will be a sign of Qiyamat. It is narrated from Ibne Umar 

and it is also said that there will be no believer that he does not touch 

and no hypocrite will remain whose nose he does not mark and he will 

come out on Friday eve, when people will be heading to Mina.  

Note:-Daabbatul Ard to emerge during Hajj Period when People will be 

heading towards Mina which is second return to Mina next day of Idd. It 

means it should be Friday evening in India 2015 Idd. So it was between 

Thursday till Saturday 2015. So the evening time, forenoon time also 

certified about Daabbatul Ard’s speaking. It’s speaking scenes 

happened for 40 days total but  with gaps in between 7th July 2015 till 7th 

October 2015. One day of July 7thjuly, then 15th sept 2015-7th October 

2015=23 days & 17 times on other days. 

(On 24 September 2015, a crowd collapse caused the deaths of at least 

2,236[3] pilgrims who were suffocated or crushed during the 

annual Hajj pilgrimage in Mina, Mecca, making it the deadliest Hajj 

disaster in history.Hajj with animal sacrifice & stonnings is done 

on 10th zulhaj. Idd is celebrated on this day. People return to 

mina again on 1 the day to 13th next day after idd. It is also 

customary for the pilgrims to return to Mina between the 11th 

and 13th--for the third time--where they cast their remaining 

pebbles at each of the three pillars, seven stones at each pillar 

on each of the days they are there, for a total of either 49 or 

70 pebbles. They also visit with other pilgrims). 

 

Hadiths:-The first of the signs to appear will be the rising of the sun 

from the west, and the emergence of the beast to mankind in 

the forenoon. Whichever of them appears first, the other will follow 

close behind it.[ Reported By Muslim in his Sahih]  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crowd_collapse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2015_Mina_stampede#cite_note-AFP-27-11-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hajj
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mina,_Saudi_Arabia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mecca


Abdullah-bin-Umar said, "I memorized a Hadith from the Messenger of 

Allah (s) which I have not forgotten. I heard the Messenger of Allah (s) 

say, 'The first of the Signs that will come is the rising of the sun from 

the place of its setting and the emergence of theDaabba  to people in 

Dhuha (later portion of the morning, forenoon). Whichever of these two 

occurs before the other, then the other is right behind it."    (Sahih 

Muslim) 

 

3) It will cover 3 days distance in a single step & it will have stick of 

Moses (s) along with seal of Prophet Sulaiman (a) on its end. Safa 

& Marwa verses of Quran were also supposed to be certified by 

Mahdi through its emerging place. It will have chest like Lion’s, 

Color of tiger & cheetah, neck like an Ostrich. And attributes of 

many animals in it. It will have fur, hairy body, ears like elephant, 

eyes like swine, legs like camel, horn like Hippo, Horns like stag. 

It’s tail will be like deer & lamb, it’s body will be like horse, it will 

run like camel. It will have four limbs, beak, beard & a face like 

humans also. It will have head like bull, hands like monkeys & it 

will have haunches like cat. It will have wings & its single step will 

cover 60 cubits (90 feet or 60 feet) distance. It will cruise on earth 

like a star but none will be able to can catch it. It will have length 70 

inches, 12 inch distance between 2 pair of leg joints, 60 inches 

height (note:-metaphorically given in cubits). 

 

Reference:-“...It will cover three-days distance in one step...” (Al-

Barzanji, Al-Isha'ah li-ashrat al-sa'ah) 

Note:Nowadays, thanks to Allah for computers and internet, data (vdos 

also) can be transferred to the other end of the world in seconds and all 

people can be reached. Everybody can see the Peacock speaking for 

Mahdi worldwide within seconds mashallaah. 
 

Features and Qualities of the Beast:  

Ibn Jurayj reported that Ibn Az-Zubayr[ra] described the beast in such 

words, "Its head is like the head of a bull    (matched with pkok), its eyes 

are like the eyes of a pig (matched with pkok), its ears are like the ears 



of an elephant, its horns are like the horns of a stag, its neck is like the 

neck of an ostrich(matched with pkok), its chest is like the chest of a 

lion(matched with pkok), its color is like the colour of a tiger(matched 

with pkok), its haunches are like the haunches of a cat (when sits 

appeared to be like cat sitting sitting position appearing like that of a 

sitting cat), its tail is like the tail of a ram, and its legs are like the legs of 

a camel. Between each pair of its joints is a distance of twelve 

cubits (metaphorically means 12 inches). It will bring out with it the 

staff of Musa and the ring of Sulayman (a) means a white stick with a 

ring like structure on its end). There will be no believer left without it 

making a white spot on his face, which will spread until all his face is 

shining white as a result; and there will be no disbeliever left without it 

making a black spot on his face, which will spread until all his face is 

black as a result, then when the people trade with one another in the 

marketplace, they will say, `How much is this, O believer' `How much is 

this, O disbeliever' And when the members of one household sit down 

together to eat, they will know who is a believer and who is a disbeliever. 

Then the beast will say: `O so-and-so, enjoy yourself, for you are among 

the people of Paradise.' And it will say: `O so-and-so, you are among the 

people of Hell,' (Those believers of this Peacock miracle will be 

considered as true Muslims & all unbelievers as Hypocrites. Its means 

marking the noses & foreheads of mankind by Daabbatul Ard) 

Narrated from Ibn Abbas: “Its face looks like human face, its Beak is 

hairy...”(Al-Barzanji, Al-Isha'ah li-ashrat al-sa'ah) 

(It looks like a human being talking, & its beak (some part of skull) is 

having hair. Beak is with the Peacock a Bird) 

Its face looks like human face: With the statement “its face looks like 

human face”, it is denoted that Dabba will have characteristics similar to 

humans. (My note:- Remember Angel Jibraeel (a) had adopted human 

form also in past for Mother Marium & Mohammed (a). So in Hadiths it is 

said that this Bird is actual angel Jibraeel (a). So this hadiths 

metaphorically points to Human face of Angel Jibraeel (a) but not the 

other man. This means it’s angel Jibraeel (a) who also had human face 

earlier) 



Its beak is hairy: The term “its beak is hairy” denoting to the little hair 

available on the beak parts of a Peacock............................... 

Narrated from Hudhaifa: “No one will be able to catch up with him 

and the one escaping it will not be able to avoid.” (Al-Barzanji, Al-

Isha'ah li-ashrat al-sa'ah) 

(People especially in India are not allowed to catch up the Peacocks & 

those who escape from it are unable to avoid it also. And when it gave 

witnesses people cannot even avoid its witness for Mahdi who is one of 

the biggest signs of Allah. The foolish, ignorant,hypocrite persons will 

become spellbound after seeing the Peacock as “revealed Daabbatul 

Ard” speaking for Mahdi whom they called wrong.) 

Today, it is impossible to reach the speed of Daabbatul Ard’s Peacock’s 

message spreading through Real Mahdi from youtube. And every living 

person having eyes can see Dabba certifying Mahdi’s statements. 

These Miracles are for those who  even do not want to listen to the 

Qur’an and the advice of the Muslims, will absolutely be able to learn 

Allah’s Mighty power and the morality of the Qur’an and they will not be 

able to run away since internet enters every house, phones etc. 

Narrated from Abu Huraira: “All sorts of colors are available in 

Dabbat al-Ardh” (Al-Barzanji, Al-Isha'ah li-ashrat al-sa'ah) 

(16.8 Million colors can be made from the colors of Peacock color 

combinations. Its white, yellow, blue, green, red shades on the peas, 

pink, indigo,violet, orange, brown, black)  

Narrated from Abu al-Zubair, “...Its eye is like the eye of swine, and 

its ear is like the ear of an elephant...” (Al-Barzanji, Al-Isha'ah li-

ashrat al-sa'ah)(it points to the properties of eye of a swine and 

elephant’s ear, it may be physical or the qualities also. So the audiability 

of peacock is equivalent to an elephant & its eyes are like swine. For 

example sometimes we say “his eyes are like an eagle or he is like 

swine monkey or angel. So the prophetical meaning can also point to its 

likeness or its attribute also. An animal destined to speak out to certify 

signs of Allah cannot be diabolic like Satan but should be like an angel 

beautiful loveable & peaceful. Because Allah is Peace & Islam is same. 

Mahdi is sign of good luck, rains, vegetation, heavenly kingdom & so 

also the dabbatul Arz who is now revealed as Peacock.) 



“...It will cruise on Earth like a star. Those chasing it will not be 

able to catch up with it, and those escaping from it will not be able to 

avoid it.”(Al-Barzanji, Al-Isha'ah li-ashrat al-sa'ah) 

(People out of love & ambition to get it they run after Peacock but they 

are unable to catch it) 

And it is narrated from Muhammad bin Kaab Qurzi that Imam Ali (a.s.) w
as asked about Dadbatul Ardh and he said: That Daabba will not have a 
tail, on the contrary he will be having a beard and this reply implies that 
he will be human.  

Ibne Abbas has narrated that he will be a quadruped of the earth. His 
body will have fur and hair and he will have four legs.  

Huzaifah has narrated from the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) that he 
said: Dabbatul Ardh will be seventy cubits in length(it metaphorically 
points to 70 inches) and he will move at such speed that no one will be 
able to catch him. He will mark the foreheads of the believers that they 
are believers and mark the forehead of the disbelievers that they are 
disbelievers. He will have the staff of Prophet Musa (a.s.) and the ring of 
Prophet Sulaiman (a.s.). He will mark the faces of the believers with the 
staff and the noses of the disbelievers with the ring, seeing which all will 
be addressed as: 'O believer' and 'O disbeliever'.  

It is also narrated from the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) that Dabbatul 

Ardh will come out three times. The first time he will come out from the 

side of Medina (A little away from city, in a deserted area) and his news 

will spread all over the desert (remote deserted area); but his news will 

not reach Mecca (it means its news will not reach the village of Mahdi). 

Then he will live for a long time and after that the second time he will 

come out at Mecca; at that time his news will spread in the whole desert 

and also in Mecca (Its news will reach even to the village of Mahdi & 

also the deserted remote place from where it spoke). Then one day 

people will come to Masjidul Haraam and he will not threaten them and 

remain in the corner of the Masjid and even if he comes near, people will 

run to the right between Hajar Aswad and between Bani Makhzum and 

he will pass through the people dusting his head (these people are 

family of Mahdi &Peacock passed dusting its head without threatening 

by shouting). His face would be shinning like a brilliant star. Then he will 



enter the earth (it means it shall die or go back into earth if its an angel 

from earth or hide itself in the earth’s cave or under rocks) and no will be 

able to get him and people will stand up to pray to get refuge from him 

(people won’t be able to find him physically but also wish that its 

speaking to be removed through internet youtube videos). He will 

approach them from the rear and say: O so and so, you are praying now 

(its speaking through youtube videos only as already it has gone back 

physically but still remains in videos)? He will mark the faces of the 

people, which will distinguish the believers and disbelievers. Now people 

will address each other as: 'O believer' and 'O disbeliever'. 

 

Wahab has said that the face of the Dabbatul Ardh will be human and 

the body will be that of a bird. After that the Almighty Allah has said: ". . 

.shall talk to them ..." (Surah Naml 27:82) 

 That is he will talk to the people about that which they would not like 
(It means people will not like its certification for the Jesus Christ Mahdi). 
He will talk to them in a tongue, which they could understand and say: 
All of them are destined to Hell. It is also said that he will say: He is a 
believer and he is a disbeliever. He will tell the people: "...people did not 
believe in Our Aayaats (It means Peacock will certify Jesus Christ’s 
statements by speaking in its own tongue. Here aayaats pertaining to 
end means “Jesus Christ Mahdi. I have already proved above”)." (Surah 
Naml 27:82) 

 

The descriptions given by our master the Prophet  about theDabba, are 

:- the hadith-i sharifs written in the books Faraid-ul-fawaid, Mukhtasar-i 

Tadhkira-i Qurtubi,Magharib-uz-zaman, and Al-Qawl Al-Mukhtasar fi 

Alamat Al-Mahdi Al-Muntazar, a few are as follows: 

Dabbat-ul-ard has four feet like the feet of a camel and wings like a 

bird. Its head is like the head of an ox. Its ears are like the ears of 

an elephant. Its tail is like the tail of a ram. (2 limbs are developed 

into wings of a bird & other 2 are used as legs. Peacock also crawls 

with feathers sometimes touching the ground like crawling half 

way. 4 limbs (Peacock also have 4 limbs like camel , front two are 

developed into wings & other two are used in walking. It’s 



symbolical to confuse mankind & have intelligent answers hidden 

with these symbols)) 

 

From rexresearch.com 

 (Note:-This website have obtained hadiths from various sources & 
quoted them here.The sources are not mentioned) 

"This will be the last opportunity to repent to Allah, for then he will close 
the door of mercy. The Earth will quake and Mt. Safaa near Mecca will 
split open. Dabbah al-Ard will come forth from the crack. His face will be 
human, but with horns on his head; his body as a horse, his legs like a 
camel's while his rump is of a deer (the hind part of the body of a 
mammal or the lower back of a bird), and his tail is of a cow. He will be 
60 cubits tall. In one of his monkey hands he will hold the staff of 
Moses, and on the other hand he will wear the ring of Solomon. He will 
stride the Earth at great speed, and as he travels he will mark the 
forehead of believers with the  staff of Moses [Mu'mim]. Their faces will 
then shine bright as the moon. But the unbelievers will be stamped with 
Solomon's ring, and their faces will become black and horrible. Thus will 
the believers and unbelievers be distinguished. Then Dabbah al-Ard 
will disappear as suddenly as he manifested. Then Allah will hold the 
Day of Judgment." (Must be mahsher where Mahdi lives, all will take 
their shelter inshaallaah taalla) 
Other descriptions of Dabbah al-Ard state that he will be about 120 long. 
He will visit every person on earth and speak to each in their own 
language. According to a hadeeth narrated by Hadhrat Huzaifah (R.A.) 
Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam) has mentioned the emergence 
of the beast from the ground as one of the final signs of Qiyamah.This 
animal will be most strange and fascinating in its appearance and action. 
It will speak to the people. It willnot be born as other creation is born, 
but will appear miraculously from the ground (It means that 
Peacock will be an angel who will come out of earth on orders of 
Allah as Peacock & speak to mankind). According to a Hadeeth 
recorded in Ibn Katheer and narrated by Hadhrat Talha bin Umar (R.A.) 
the following is mentioned: 
 
"As the animal emerges from the ground, it will be dusting the sand off 

its head. It will proceed towards the area between Hajrul Aswad 

and Maqaamul Ibraheem (the father of nations & friend of Allah or 



father of many children. It metaphorically means the Mahdi who will 

be father of many children living at one corner opposite to the Safa 

Hill like place with black stones). The people on seeing it will flee in all 

directions, except for one group of people (Mahdi’s family). It will 

approach this group and illuminate their faces like shining stars (it 

approached also). Thereafter it will set out and travel throughout the 

whole world (at a great speed, it means the news of it through internet 

visible by all worldwide in fraction of seconds). It will mark the faces of 

the Kuffar and none will be able to escape it". 

Dabbatul ard:- It will proceed towards the area between Hajrul Aswad 

and Maqaamul Ibraheem. The people on seeing it will flee in all 

directions, except for one group of people. It will approach this group 

and illuminate their faces like shining stars. (Muslim, Tirmidhie) 

My Note:-It is narrated that this animal will have the staff of Sayyidena 

Moosa (A.S.) with which it will mark the faces of the Mu’mineen causing 

it to glitter while it will mark the necks and noses of the Kuffar with the 

ring of Sayyidena Sulaiman (A.S.) causing their faces to be blackened. 

Most scholars are of the opinion that this animal will speak the normal 

and general things to the people. Before the emergence of this animal 

there will be rumor on two previous occasions about its emergence, 

once in Yemen and once in Najd (Means many Islamic scholars will be 

giving their ideas about the animal. So it happened). After performing its 

duty the animal will disappear. 
 

Prophecy about Allaah’s answering to Mahdi & his little 

ones after many tests like gold & silver. After Mahdi’s 

virtual death in role of Khandoba & Zechariah 13:17 the 2 

places being perished for him then 3rd remains. One rented 

house, another own house in upperpally &third is Bhongir 

where Allaah answered through angel Jibraeel on my call 

in the form of Peacock. Quran 27:62 say about Mahdi’s call 

to Allaah in distress & his answer. And chapter 13 of 2 

Esdras also certify Mahdi shelter upon a mountain hill 



from attacks of evil gang. Remember Hadiths say Mahdi & 

his persons not more than 30 & for just 30 people why so 

big wars? 
 

Study Bible Zechariah 13:7 OT Bible. (My Note:-This scene happened 

with first coming of Jesus & was supposed to be repeated in different 

style in his second coming for its certification. So it all happened with 

me (the Mahdi). It is Allaah will to allow evils to attack Mahdi & then 

see how Allaah shall strike the unbelievers with fire etc. Hadiths also 

certifies this scene separately as demolition of Kaaba (Jesus the 

temple of Allaah) & his house the kaaba (temple of Allaah). The 2 

scenes of Mahdi have 2 houses & it co-incide with 2 lands of 

Zechariah 13:8). 

The Shepherd Struck, Sheep Scattered 

 (Before these verses Allaah is telling that prophethood will be 

banned & none will prophecy. This points to the Muslims with same 

faith. And then these verses follows) 

7"Awake(points to night time, it means don’t sleep be awake), O 

sword(Saif), against My Shepherd, against the man, My Associate (Points 

to Jesus Mahdi)," Declares the LORD of hosts. "Strike the Shepherd that 

the sheep may be scattered (all family members the belivers will be 

scattered); And I will turn My hand against the little ones(it shows Jesus 

wife shall die & remaining Jesus’s little children). 8"It will come about in 

allthe land," Declares the LORD, "That two partsin it will be cut off and 

perish; But the third will be left in it. 9"And I will bring the third part through 

the fire, Refine them as silver is refined, And test them as gold is 

tested(The belivers of Allaah & Jesus shall be tested, refined through 

problems). They will call on My name, And I will answer them; I will say, 

'They are My people,' And they will say, 'The LORD is my God.'"…(My 

note:-This points to Jesus Mahdi’s calling to Allaah in distress with Allaah’s 

answer through angel Peacock & Allaah’s answer to Ummat e Madooda, 

the children of Mahdi. This scene is very next after the attacks of evil 

people upon Mahdi in 2012, 2013 & 2014 Sept 18).As a sign my 2 houses 

were gone but 3rd remained at Bhongir. And it also implies upon entire 
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world where Allaah shall end up 2/3rd people. The demolition of kaaba is 

also mentioned in Hadiths referring to Mahdi’s house demolition. 2 lands 

points to 2 living places of Mahdi. One scene was “house surround” was 

over in 2012 may 14 & another in 2014 18thSept. then in 2015 July 

Daabbatul Ard Angell Jibraeel (a) appeared in Peacock form answering 

Mahdi & his children with 3 belivers & 2 Hindu witnesses) 
 

2 Esdras Chapter 13 about evil gang attack upon Mahdi & 
Mahdi’s becoming humble! 

Apocrypha: 2 Esdras Chapter 13 

1 And it came to pass after seven days, I dreamed a dream by night: 

2 And, lo, there arose a wind from the sea, that it moved all the waves 
thereof. 

3 And I beheld, and, lo, that man waxed strong with the thousands of 
heaven: and when he turned his countenance to look, all the things 
trembled that were seen under him. 

4 And whensoever the voice went out of his mouth, all they burned that 
heard his voice, like as the earth faileth when it feeleth the fire. 

5 And after this I beheld, and, lo, there was gathered together a 
multitude of men, out of number, from the four winds of the heaven, 
to subdue the man that came out of the sea 

6 But I beheld, and, lo, he had graved himself a great mountain, and 
flew up upon it(My note:-Points to Bhongir hill). 

7 But I would have seen the region or place whereout the hill was 
graven, and I could not. 

8 And after this I beheld, and, lo, all they which were gathered together to 
subdue him were sore afraid, and yet durst fight(Afraid due to Police 
arrival against them but still were fighting). 

9 And, lo, as he saw the violence of the multitude that came, he neither 
lifted up his hand, nor held sword, nor any instrument of war: 



10 But only I saw that he sent out of his mouth as it had been a blast of fire, 
and out of his lips a flaming breath, and out of his tongue he cast out 
sparks and tempests (Mahdi’s using words through telephoning police 
& becoming humble). 

11 And they were all mixed together; the blast of fire, the flaming breath, 
and the great tempest; and fell with violence upon the multitude which was 
prepared to fight, and burned them up every one, so that upon a sudden of 
an innumerable multitude nothing was to be perceived, but only dust and 
smell of smoke: when I saw this I was afraid(It means because of Mahdi’s 
calling Police through a simple telephonic call, all of the evil gang was 
attacked by Police & all were taken away leaving just silence). 

12 Afterward saw I the same man come down from the mountain, and call 
unto him another peaceable Multitude.(This means Mahdi continued his 
work by coming down from the hill by calling true believers, peaceful 
people) 

13 And there came much people unto him, whereof some were glad, some 
were sorry, and some of them were bound, and other some brought of 
them that were offered: then was I sick through great fear, and I awaked, 
and said,(Then ultimately the true people stated joining Jesus the 
Mahdi) 

14 Thou hast shewed thy servant these wonders from the beginning, and 
hast counted me worthy that thou shouldest receive my prayer: 

15 Shew me now yet the interpretation of this dream. 

16 For as I conceive in mine understanding, woe unto them that shall be 
left in those days and much more woe unto them that are not left behind! 

17 For they that were not left were in heaviness. 

18 Now understand I the things that are laid up in the latter days, which 
shall happen unto them, and to those that are left behind. 

19 Therefore are they come into great perils and many necessities, like as 
these dreams declare. 



20 Yet is it easier for him that is in danger to come into these things, than to 
pass away as a cloud out of the world, and not to see the things that 
happen in the last days. And he answered unto me, and said, 

21 The interpretation of the vision shall I shew thee, and I will open unto 
thee the thing that thou hast required. 

22 Whereas thou hast spoken of them that are left behind, this is the 
interpretation: 

23 He that shall endure the peril in that time hath kept himself: they that be 
fallen into danger are such as have works, and faith toward the Almighty. 

24 Know this therefore, that they which be left behind are more blessed 
than they that be dead. 

25 This is the meaning of the vision: Whereas thou sawest a man coming 
up from the midst of the sea: 

26 The same is he whom God the Highest hath kept a great season, which 
by his own self shall deliver his creature: and he shall order them that are 
left behind. 

27 And whereas thou sawest, that out of his mouth there came as a blast of 
wind, and fire, and storm; 

28 And that he held neither sword, nor any instrument of war, but that the 
rushing in of him destroyed the whole multitude that came to subdue him; 
this is the interpretation: 

29 Behold, the days come, when the most High will begin to deliver them 
that are upon the earth. 

30 And he shall come to the astonishment of them that dwell on the earth. 

31 And one shall undertake to fight against another, one city against 
another, one place against another, one people against another, and one 
realm against another. 



32 And the time shall be when these things shall come to pass, and the 
signs shall happen which I shewed thee before, and then shall my Son be 
declared, whom thou sawest as a man ascending. 

33 And when all the people hear his voice, every man shall in their own 
land leave the battle they have one against another. 

34 And an innumerable multitude shall be gathered together, as thou 
sawest them, willing to come, and to overcome him by fighting. 

35 But he shall stand upon the top of the mount Sion. 

36 And Sion shall come, and shall be shewed to all men, being prepared 
and builded, like as thou sawest the hill graven without hands. 

37 And this my Son (Messiah Mahdi, my son means Abdullaah) shall 
rebuke the wicked inventions of those nations, which for their wicked life 
are fallen into the tempest; 

38 And shall lay before them their evil thoughts, and the torments 
wherewith they shall begin to be tormented, which are like unto a flame: 
and he shall destroy them without labour by the law which is like unto me. 

39 And whereas thou sawest that he gathered another peaceable multitude 
unto him; 

40 Those are the ten tribes, which were carried away prisoners out of their 
own land in the time of Osea the king, whom Salmanasar the king of 
Assyria led away captive, and he carried them over the waters, and so 
came they into another land. 

41 But they took this counsel among themselves, that they would leave the 
multitude of the heathen, and go forth into a further country, where never 
mankind dwelt, 

42 That they might there keep their statutes, which they never kept in their 
own land. 

43 And they entered into Euphrates by the narrow places of the river. 



44 For the most High then shewed signs for them, and held still the flood, 
till they were passed over. 

45 For through that country there was a great way to go, namely, of a year 
and a half: and the same region is called Arsareth. 

46 Then dwelt they there until the latter time; and now when they shall 
begin to come, 

47 The Highest shall stay the springs of the stream again, that they may go 
through: therefore sawest thou the multitude with peace. 

48 But those that be left behind of thy people are they that are found within 
my borders. 

49 Now when he destroyeth the multitude of the nations that are gathered 
together, he shall defend his people that remain. 

50 And then shall he shew them great wonders. 

51 Then said I, O Lord that bearest rule, shew me this: Wherefore have I 
seen the man coming up from the midst of the sea? 

52 And he said unto me, Like as thou canst neither seek out nor know the 
things that are in the deep of the sea: even so can no man upon earth 
see my Son, or those that be with him, but in the day time. 

53 This is the interpretation of the dream which thou sawest, and whereby 
thou only art here lightened. 

54 For thou hast forsaken thine own way, and applied thy diligence unto my 
law, and sought it. 

55 Thy life hast thou ordered in wisdom, and hast called understanding thy 
mother. 

56 And therefore have I shewed thee the treasures of the Highest: after 
other three days I will speak other things unto thee, and declare unto thee 
mighty and wondrous things. 



57 Then went I forth into the field, giving praise and thanks greatly unto the 
most High because of his wonders which he did in time; 

58 And because he governeth the same, and such things as fall in their 
seasons: and there I sat three days. 

 

Prophecy of Angel Jibraeel (a)’s speaking along with Jesus the Mahdi 
in Bible. Logically this verse supports speaking of Daabbatul Ard for 
Mahdi just like Biharul Anwar prophecy of angel Jibraeel’s making 
voice for Mahdi & pledging alliance to him first.  

1 Thessalonians 4:16 

Note:- Allah makes the pious men speak the hidden or lost prophecy as a 
testimony for believers. So these words perfectly matches with me , angel 
Jibraeel (a) voice in Peacock form & then blowing of trumpet sign (sun rise 
from west or driving Fire) 

The Return of the Lord 
…15 By the word of the Lord, we declare to you that we who are alive and 
remain until the coming of the Lord will by no means precede those who 
have fallen asleep (it means the true believers will also be spiritually re-
incarnated during second coming of christ who will join as true 
believers). 16 For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a loud 
command (proclaiming aloud the orders of Allah worldwide through 
internet), withthe voice of an archangel (Voice of angel Jibraeel (a) in 
Peacock form speaking for Christ), and with the trumpet of 
God, and the dead in Christ will be the first to rise (along with many martyrs 
reincarnations, with the announcement of doomsday & with the few chosen 
souls, the family of Mahdi).17After that, we who are alive and remain will be 
caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air. And 
so we will always be with the Lord. (It means those believers will be 
somehow becoming followers of the Christ through internet media which is 
always on air& fly away to Mahdi the Jesus by planes in clouds) 

Safa Marwah certification through similar land 
 

And remember that the certification of theQuran’s verses related to Safa 
Marwa were required in the land of the Jesus Christ Mahdi. Because he is 
the certifier Rasool for all prophets whoever brought holy books. And 
prophet Mohammed (s) also brought Quran from Allah along with hadiths. 
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So certification of these books was also required. Quran tells about Safa & 
Marwa and Hadiths say that the Daabbatul Ard will emerge from it. And as 
per Quran, Hadiths, Bible, Ved & Puran Mahdi was supposed to be in India. 
And for the witness of a true thing another truth is required. Self witness is 
not  efficient but another witness is required. 
And that land is revealed in Telangana State, Inda, Nalgonda district, 
Bhongir having similarity with Safa & Marwa. It doesn’t mean that this place 
is the real Safa & Marwah but Allah has certified these verses through a 
similar land. As per Quran Alimran verse 81, Al-Ahzaab verse 7, Allah was 
supposed to send another rasool after Mohammed (s) certifying the Rasool 
Nabi (apostle prophet) Mohammed (s) also. So it’s certified now 
mashallaah. Those verses are given below. 
 
Quran 3:81 And remember the time when Allah took a covenant of the 
people of the book through the Prophets (ambia), saying: ‘Whatever I give 
you of the Book and Wisdom and then there comes to you a Rasool (an 
apostle), fulfilling (certifying) that which is with you (the prophecies, holy 
books), you shall believe in him and help him.’And He said: ‘Do you agree, 
and do you accept the responsibility which I lay upon you in this matter?’ 
They said, ‘We agree;’ He said, ‘Then bear witness, and I am with you 
among the witnesses.’ 
 
The same covenant is again taken by Mohammed (s) also because he also 
gave many prophecies of end days including, Daabbatul Ard, Jesus Christ 
Mahdi’s arrival & Maseeh Dajjaal. So their coming true on its time during 
end days are practical certification of the prophecies as mentioned in 
Alimran-81. Its also true that Mohammed (s) was also a true certifier of old 
holy books but again the prophecies of his were supposed to be certified by 
another rasool & that’s Jesus Christ Mahdi. In the Alimran 3:81 kindly see 
the words “Rasool (apostle)” & “Ambia (prophets) used separately which 
implies upon prophet Mohammed (s) & even upon Jesus Christ the Mahdi 
who is only an apostle (sent by Allah which means Rasool). But Islamic 
Scholars thought that this verse is only for Mohammed (s) the last prophet. 
But they ignored the main question “who will certify the prophecies of this 
Rasool (sent one) the last prophet?”. Will his prophecies be left without 
certification? Will the verse of Quran be proved wrong? That’s why Allah 
has separately mentioned Mohammed (s) also in Alahzaab verse 7. This 
clearly proves that another rasool was supposed to come to certify prophet 
Mohammed (s)’s prophecies also. And if his arrival is denied or unbelieved 
then entire Quran, Hadiths, prophets are denied. 



 
Quran 33:8:- And remember when We took from the Prophets (Nabeena, 
the ambia) their covenant, and from you (Nabi Mohammed (s)), and from 
Noah, and Abraham, and Moses, and Jesus, son of Mary, and 
We indeed took from them a solemn covenant; 
Quran 33:9:- That He may question the truthful about their truthfulness. 
And for the disbelievers He has prepared a painful punishment. 
Another similar land like Safa Hill & Marwa was required for 
certification of original one:-To certify these verses of Quran & hadiths 
about Safah Marwah another similar rectangular land with Hill & house of 
Mahdi with many children was required. So it happened. This fulfillment of 
prophecies about Daabbatul Ard certifies the Quran’s verse about Safah & 
Marwah. So our dearest the most loving kind, the most mosrciful Allah has 
certified the Safa & Marwa verse of Quran through this land of Bhongir 
whose prophecies are with Hinduism also. It’s mentioned in Hinduism that 
Vaman avtar will measure the entire world from a single step land. This 
land will be obtained by Tribhuvana which means the conqueror of 3 
worlds. And it also means Bhuvana & that king used to live on the hill (giri 
in telugu language) that’s why its called as Tribhuvanagiri & from it derived 
the word “Bhongir”. 
 

Allah’s promises in the form of Prophecies about Daabbatul 
Ard fulfilled along with certification of Safah Marwah story to 
be true. 
Al-Safa and Al-Marwah are also mentioned in the Qur'an. 
Behold! Safa and Marwa are among the Symbols of Allah. So if those who 
visit the House in the Season or at other times should compass them 
round, it is no sin in them. And if any one obeyeth his own impulse to 
good,- be sure that Allah is He Who recogniseth and knoweth. 

— Sura 2, Al-Baqara, Ayah 158 
 

4) It will emerge in the year with Mahdi’s re-aappearance. There are 

many ocultations of Mahdi after his short appearances apart from 2 

major ocultations. Mahdi would have already appeared in 2012 A.D. 

& invited people to join him again in 2012 A.D. Ramzan but none 

will come forward. Then in year 2015 A.D. the sun, moon, planets & 

stars will all come together. In the same year Ramzan 2015 

Daabbatul Ard will emerge (Note:-It happened in 2015 A.D.). 
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Reference:- 
Ali bin Mahziyar Ahwazi 6- Ghaibat Tusi: It is narrated from a group of 
scholars from Talakbari from Ahmad bin Ali Raazi from Ali bin Husain from 
a man from Qazwin from Habib bin Muhammad bin Yunus bin Shazan 
Sanani that he said: 
 
I asked: When will this reappearance be (Mahdi’s re-appearance)? He 
replied: When you would be denied access to Kaaba. When the sun and 
the moon come together and will be surrounded by planets and stars. 
I asked: Son of the Messenger of Allah, when will this come about? He 
replied: In so-and-so year, when Dabbatul Ardh will appear between Safa 
and Marwah. Who would be having the staff of Prophet Musa (a.s.), the 
ring of Prophet Sulaiman (a.s.). He will usher the people to the field of 
gathering 
 

167- And through his chains, it is narrated from Ishaq directly from 
Asbagh bin Nubatah that he said: I heard Amirul Momineen (a.s.) say: And 
a caller will call out in the month of Ramadan from the east at dawn: O 
people of guidance, come together and a caller will announce from the 
west after the disappearance of the glow from the horizon: O people of 
falsehood, come together. And the next day at the time of reappearance, 
the color of the Sun will be changed from red to yellow, after that it will 
become black and dark. On the third day, the Almighty Allah will separate 
truth and falsehood from each other and the walker of the earth (Dabbatul 
Ardh ) will emerge. And Rome will extend till the shore and reach the land 
where the people of the cave sleep. So the Almighty Allah will bring them 
out of their cave along with their dog. One of them is named Maleekha and 
another is named Hamlaha and they shall be the two Muslim witnesses for 
Qaim (a.s.).” 
 
Third day metaphorically & in prophetical language points to points to 
2015 A.D. after 2012 A.D. The year of Daabbatul Ard is after blood 
moons, sun eclipses: 
 

167- And through his chains, it is narrated from Ishaq directly from 
Asbagh bin Nubatah that he said: I heard Amirul Momineen (a.s.) say: 

And a caller will call out in the month of Ramadan from the east at dawn: 
O people of guidance, come together (a call from Mahdi in 2012 A.D. 
when he becomes 40 years since 1973 A.D.): and a caller will announce 
from the west after the disappearance of the glow from the horizon (night): 



O people of falsehood, come together. And the next day at the time of 
reappearance (means in 2013 A.D.), the color of the Sun will be changed 
from red to yellow (a sign in sun), after that it will become black and dark 
(eclipse in 2014 A.D.). On the third day (in 2015 A.D.), the Almighty Allah 
will separate truth and falsehood from each other and the walker of the 
earth (Dabbatul Ardh) will emerge. And Rome will extend till the shore and 
reach the land where the people of the cave sleep. So the Almighty Allah 
will bring them out of their cave along with their dog. One of them is named 
Maleekha and another is named Hamlaha and they shall be the two 
Muslim witnesses for Qaim (a.s.).” 
 
Ramadan in 2012  started on Friday, the 20th of July and continued for 30 
days until Saturday, the 18th of August. (In this month I called all 
Muslims through media internet Vdos after my 1st public 
anouncement in 2012 14 May) 
 
Ramadan in 2013 will start on Tuesday, the 9th of Julyand will continue for 
30 days until Wednesday, the 7th of August. (1 st day complete) 
 
Ramadan in 2014 will start on Saturday, the 28th of June and will continue 
for 30 days until Sunday, the 27th of July. (2nd day complete) 
 
Ramadan in 2015 will start on Thursday, the 18th of June and will continue 
for 30 days until Friday, the 17th of July. (3rd day on 7th July Daabbatul 
Ard spoke, responded) 
 
Ali bin Mahziyar Ahwazi 6- Ghaibat Tusi: It is narrated from a group of 
scholars from Talakbari from Ahmad bin Ali Raazi from Ali bin Husain from 
a man from Qazwin from Habib bin Muhammad bin Yunus bin Shazan 
Sanani that he said: 
 
I asked: When will this reappearance be (Mahdi’s re-appearance)? He 

replied: When you would be denied access to Kaaba. When the sun and 

the moon come together and will be surrounded by planets and stars. 

I asked: Son of the Messenger of Allah, when will this come about? He 

replied: In so-and-so year (Here “year” is mentioned for Daabbatul Ard 

which means the 3rd day actually points to 3rd year as mentioned in 

above hadiths), when Dabbatul Ardh will appear between Safa and 

Marwah. Who would be having the staff of Prophet Musa (a.s.), the ring of 



Prophet Sulaiman (a.s.). He will usher the people to the field of gathering 

(Mahsher) 

(Note:-This points to the Mahsher which is also called as Lalish Valley 

of Judgement among Yezidis of Iran. This also means that the place 

of Daabbatul Ard’s emergence shall be the shelter for world. It means 

the house of Mahdi in Nalgonda District, Bhongir).  

 

5) It will mark the faces of believers, hypocrites & unbelievers. 

Believer’s faces will shine & unbeliever’s    faceswill be darkened. It 

will distinguish between believers & unbelievers. It will approach to 

a pious praying  

Muslim & say that your prayers are not accepted because of 

unbelieving it. It will travel worldwide & reach all mankind to mark 

on their nose, forehead & face. It will speak to mankind & also 

injure or harm or bite to unbelievers.Its speaking will be unliked by 

unbelievers & very much liked by true believers only.All people of 

different languages will be able to hear it’s speaking in their own 

languages.It will be a great sign for the believers & 

all its unbelievers will be destined for 7th level hell (Quran say all 

hypocrites will enter in 7th level hell). 

It will turn its face towards east with 3 times shouting aloud & then turn 

its face towards an area equal to Damascus (105km square) with loud 

shoutings. (Note:-Nalgonda district of A.P. State, India is also exactly 

105 km square in size.) 

 

“It will appear three times and shout aloud with a sound audible 

by everyone between the heavens and the earth.” “It will head 

towards the East and shout aloud, all the ones in the East will 

hear its sound. It will head towards Damascus and shout aloud. 

All the Yemenis will hear its sound.”(Al-Barzanji, Al-Isha'ah li-

ashrat al-sa'ah) 

(It means physically it will shout aloud turning his head towards east 

then it will head towards Damascus (symbolically other side of east) 

& shout aloud, all Yemenis will hear it (Yemenis metaphorically points 

to believers).) 



 
Ibn 'Abbas, al-Hasan and Qutadah said that "It will speak to them" 
(tukallimuhum) means that the beast will address the people. Ibn Jarir 
at-Tabari suggested that the above verse means that the Beast will 
address the people with the words "'for that mankind did not believe 
with assurance in Our Sings" (al-Naml 27:82 -latter part of the Ayah). 
It was also reported from Ibn 'Abbas that tukallimuhum means that 
the Beast will cut them, i e, it will write the word "Kafir" on the 
forehead of the unbelievers. It was also reported from Ibn 'Abbas that 
the beast will both address the people and will cut them (injure, 
harm). 

 
Abu Dawud At-Tayalisi recorded from Abu Hurayrah, may Allah be 
pleased with him, that the Messenger of Allah said: The beast will 
emerge from the earth, and with it will be the staff of Musa and the 
ring of Sulayman, peace be upon them both. It will strike the nose of 
the disbelievers with the staff, and it will make the face of the believer 
bright with the ring, until when people gather to eat, they will be able 
to recognize the believers from the disbelievers.  
 
It will have Prophet Musa’s (as) staff by its side...It will cry out 
aloud: “People have no longer deep-felt faith in our verses.” Then it 
will stamp the believers and unbelievers alike (it will become a means 
for us to recognize believers and unbelievers)(Al-Barzanji, Al-Isha'ah 
li-ashrat al-sa'ah) 
It will possess the Prophet Musa’s (as) staff: (It means the white 
feather stick of Peacock feather having asingle round ring like 
structure at its end. It’s the Peacock feather).  

 
It will stamp believers and unbelievers alike: It means those who 

deny Allah’s signs will be ashamed after seeing the Peacock’s 

speaking for Mahdi. And those who believed him will be happy & 

thankful to Allah. 

“It will encounter a believer and it will illuminate his face when it 

stamps it. When it stamps the disbeliever it will turn as black as 

pitch.” (Al-Barzanji, Al-Isha'ah li-ashrat al-sa'ah) 

Note:-Beliefs of the believers will strengthen, who come across with 

the evidence of the existence of Allah, verses of Quran, works 



featuring the Islamic moral values and the seal of our Prophet (saas) 

when they see it certifying Jesus Christ the Mahdi. 

 
It will approach someone performing his daily prayer (salat) 
and stamp him between his eyes with the seal of a liar saying: “This 
prayer of yours has not been established, because you are a liar and 
an utter hypoctrite. “ (Al-Barzanji, Al-Isha'ah li-ashrat al-sa'ah) 

 
Hypocritical people who distort their tongues by quasi bringing the 
Qur’an as a witness, acting in a way as if they were devouts although 
opponents of the Qur’an; are being answered and it’s being made 
clear that they are liars.  
Related above upon the remembrance of the declaration that it 
will kill the satan (eradicate it ideologically). (Al-Barzanji, Al-Isha'ah 
li-ashrat al-sa'ah) 

 
Thus we asked: O Amirul Momineen (a.s.), what would that be? He 

replied, “Daabbatul Arz will emerge from Mt. Safa. He shall be 

having the seal ring of Prophet Sulaiman (a.s.). When that ring would 

be touched on the face of a believer, it would brand him to be a true 

believer. And when it is touched on the face of an infidel it would 

clearly mark that he is really a disbeliever. So much so that the 

believer will say to the infidel, “Hell is ordained for you, O infidel.” And 

the disbeliever will say to the believer, “Tooba is ordained for you, O 

believer. Alas! If I were also successful and delighted with you this 

day.” 

Thus when the Daabba raises his head he would, by the permission 
of Allah, the Mighty and Sublime be able to see whatever is present 
between the east and the west (Note:-It’s through internet). And it 
would be at a time when the Sun will rise from the west. At that time 
the time for repentance would be over and no repentance would be 
accepted from anyone. Neither would any deed rise up to the 
heavens as mentioned:…its faith shall not profit a soul which did not 
believe before, or earn good through its faith…” 

 
Huzaifah has narrated from the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) that he 
said: Dabbatul Ardh will be seventy cubits in length (it 



metaphorically points to 70 inches) and he will move at such speed 
that no one will be able to catch him. He will mark the foreheads of 
the believers that they are believers and mark the forehead of the 
disbelievers that they are disbelievers. He will have the staff of 
Prophet Musa (a.s.) and the ring of Prophet Sulaiman (a.s.). He will 
mark the faces of the believers with the staff and the noses of the 
disbelievers with the ring, seeing which all will be addressed as: 'O 
believer' and 'O disbeliever'. 

 

 Wahab has said that the face of the Dabbatul Ardh will be human 
and the body will be that of a bird. After that the Almighty Allah has 
said: ". . .shall talk to them ..." (Surah Naml 27:82)  

That is he will talk to the people about that which they would not like 
(It means people will not like its certification for the Jesus Christ 
Mahdi). He will talk to them in a tongue, which they could understand 
and say: All of them are destined to Hell. It is also said that he will 
say: He is a believer and he is a disbeliever. He will tell the people: 
"...people did not believe in Our Aayaats (It means Peacock will 
certify Jesus Christ’s statements by speaking in its own tongue. Here 
aayaats pertaining to end means “Jesus Christ Mahdi. I have already 
proved above”)." (Surah Naml 27:82) 

 

 30- Tafsir Qummi: Ubayy has narrated from Ibne Abu Umair from 
Abu Basir from Imam Ja'far Sadiq (a.s.) that he said: "Once the 
Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) came to Amirul Momineen (a.s.) while 
the latter was asleep in the mosque; he had made a heap of sand 
and rested his head on it. The Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) shook his leg 
and said: "O Daabbatullaah! Get up!" A companion who witnessed 
this asked, "O Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.)! Shall we address each 
other with this name?" He replied, "No, by Allah it is restricted only for 
him (Ali) and he is the Daabba that Allah has mentioned in His book. . 
."  

Thus Allamah Zamakhshari has written in Tafsir Kashaf that: The 
Daabba will come to from Mount Safa and he will be having the staff 
of Prophet Musa (a.s.) and the ring of Prophet Sulaiman (a.s.) and he 
will mark the foreheads of the believers with the staff of Musa (a.s.) 
and a white spot will appear on his forehead like a shinning star and it 



will be written on his forehead that he is a believer. In the same way, 
he will mark the noses of the disbelievers and a black spot will 
develop, which will make his whole face black and it will written on his 
forehead that he is a disbeliever.  After that he writes that 
"Tukallimahum" is also read as "Tukallamahum" which means 'to 
injure' that is he will injure them (it means spiritually injuring also), but 
it also implies marking with the staff or the ring. 
 
Abu Huraira said: "Three things that once they occur, the soul will not 
benefit from believing (in God) if it did not believe before ... (verse 
6:158): the Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Daabba (Beast), and Sun rise from the 
West." (Tirmizi and Al-Albani) 

 

Note:-Staff of Moses (s) is just a symbol of Daabbatul Ard’s miracle. 
The sign which will distinguish between a true believer & unbeliever 
as per hadiths is the sign of daabbatul ard only. 

38- Ikmaaluddin: It is narrated from Ibnul Walid from Saffar from 

Ibne Yazid from Ibne Abu Umair from Aban bin Uthman from Aban 

bin Taghlib that Imam Ja’far Sadiq (a.s.) said: 

“When the Qaim (a.s.) reappears, there will be a sign for every 

person by which he would recognize whether he is righteous or 

an evil-doer. And in it is the sign for those who possess reason and it 

is the right path.” (It must be daabbatul ard) 



It is narrated from Ibne Umar and it is also said that there will be no 
believer that he does not touch and no hypocrite will remain whose 
nose he does not mark and he will come out on Friday eve, when 
people will be heading to Mina. 
 
Note:-All creatures are daabbat. Ali (rz) is not particular Quran 27:82 

Daabbatul Ard . It is proved from below given hadiths. 
 

 (Note:-Here similarities of daabbatul ard’s emergence like 

Moosa (a) is mentioned.) 

19- Basairud Darajaat: It is narrated from Salma bin Khattab from 

Abdullah bin Muhammad from Mani bin Hajjaj Basri from Majashe 

from Mualla from Muhammad bin Faiz from Muhammad bin Ali (a.s.) 

that he said: 

“The staff of Prophet Musa (a.s.) initially belonged to Prophet Adam 

(a.s.); after whom it reached to Prophet Shuaib (a.s.). After that it 

came in the possession of Prophet Musa (a.s.). It is now in our 

possession and it is still fresh as if it is just detached from a tree. 

When it is spoken to, it responds. It is kept for our Qaim (a.s.). He 

would perform all the tasks through it that Musa (a.s.) had performed. 

And it would do whatever it is appointed to. When it moves forward, it 

devours all the deceptions. Its two lips would be so huge that when it 

opens its mouth, one lip touches the floor and the other touches the 

ceiling. There is a distance of forty hands between the two lips. It 

would devour anything that comes before it.” 

Mufaddal says,After that a walking creature (Daabba) will appear 

between the Rukn and Maqam and he will write on the forehead of 

the believer that he is a believer and mark the forehead of an infidel 

that he is an infidel. 

 



He replied: “The Dabbatul Ardh will appear near the Safa mountain. 

He will have the ring of Sulaiman and the staff of Musa (a.s.). He will 

touch that ring to the forehead of every believer and it will be 

imprinted that he is really a believer and when he touches the 

forehead of the infidels, it will show that he is really a Kafir etc.” 

 

6) It will be Angel Jibraeel (a) who will first pledge alliance to Mahdi in 

the form of white Bird & before it no one from outside the family of 

Mahdi would have pledged alliance to Mahdi. Allah will bring it out 

for distressed Mahdi. Allah will answer to call of Mahdi through 

angel Jibraeel in the form of Daabbatul Ard the Peacock certifying 

Quran 27:62 & Biharul Anwar hadiths.None will be able to know 

about it except true Mahdi. All mankind will be able to see it & hear 

it’s speaking for Mahdi. Allah will answer to Mahdi through 

Daabbatul Ard when he calls in distress to Allah after offering 2 & 2 

units of forenoon prayers totaling 4 units & delivering a unique 

sermon which none has delivered before. It will be angel Jibraeel 

(a) sitting on a niche in the form of a Bird (here in hadiths “white” 

is not mentioned because while sitting it won’t appear white) for 

Mahdi during pledging alliance to him. It will be first to pledge 

alliance to Mahdi & then angel Mikayeel (a) will pledge alliance to 

Mahdi followed by 24 continious special rains. Only 13 persons & 2 

more Hindus (Romans) will be eye witnesses for its emergence 

first. It’s speaking will be heard in between the house of Mahdi & 

120- Kanz Jamiul Fawaid: Muhammad bin Abbas narrated from 

Ja’far bin Muhammad bin Husain from Abdullah bin Abdur Rahman 

from Muhammad bin Abdul Hamid from Mufaddal bin Salih from Jabir 

from Abu Abdullah Jadali who said: 

One day I went to Ali Ibne Abi Talib (a.s.) and he said: “I am the 

Dabbatul Ardh.” 

Among the signs regarding the reappearance of Imam Qaim (a.s.) 

mentioned by Amirul Momineen (a.s.) is the mention of the killing of 

Dajjal, after which he said: “Know that, after this is Tammatul Kubra.” 

“We asked what is Tammatul Kubra, O Amirul Momineen (a.s.)?” 



the black stone on safa like hill. Mahdi will lean on black stone 

giving sermon to his followers during its emergence.All other 

animals, birds & other creatures present nearby will also shout 

along with Daabbatul Ard. Their shoutings will mean “do not 

hasten for the end, it’s very near now”. It will keep one leg on this 

mosque & other on the place of standing (Rukn) while pledging its 

alliance to Mahdi (This metaphorically means it will pledge alliance 

to Mahdi in between the mosque & house of Mahdi). There will be a 

mosque on the one corner with a wall on western side beside 

Mahdi’s house which will be demolished by the evil gang of 

hypocrite Muslims. This mosque is metaphorically called as kaaba 

(house of Allah).It will be the 6th major sign of world’s end. After 

this 300 persons more will join him from among Jins, angels & 

mankind totaling 313 equal to the number of Badr War participants. 

Reference:-Thus we asked: O Amirul Momineen (a.s.), what would that 

be? He replied, “Daabbatul Arz will emerge from Mt. Safa. He shall be 

having the seal ring of Prophet Sulaiman (a.s.). When that ring would be 

touched on the face of a believer, it would brand him to be a true 

believer. And when it is touched on the face of an infidel it would clearly 

mark that he is really a disbeliever. So much so that the believer will say 

to the infidel, “Hell is ordained for you, O infidel.” And the disbeliever will 

say to the believer, “Tooba is ordained for you, O believer. Alas! If I were 

also successful and delighted with you this day.” 

Thus when the Daabba raises his head he would, by the permission of 

Allah, the Mighty and Sublime be able to see whatever is present 

between the east and the west (Note:-It’s through internet). And it would 

be at a time when the Sun will rise from the west. At that time the time 

for repentance would be over and no repentance would be accepted 

from anyone. Neither would any deed rise up to the heavens as 

mentioned:…its faith shall not profit a soul which did not believe before, 

or earn good through its faith…” 

 2- Ilalush Sharai: My father has narrated from Muhammad Attar 
from Ashari from Musa bin Umar from Ibne Sinan from Abu Saeed 



Qammat from Bukair bin Ayyan from Imam Ja'far Sadiq (a.s.) that he 
said about Hajar Aswad and the pillar in which it is placed:  "From the 
same pillar will descend a bird upon Imam Qaim (a.s.) and he will be the 
first to pledge allegiance to him. I swear by Allah that the bird, in fact, is 
His Eminence, Jibraeel (a.s.). Imam Qaim (a.s.) will be leaning on the 
wall. And he is the proof for the Qaim. Anyone who goes before him will 
testify for Imam Qaim (a.s.) in his presence."  

 

 18- Ikmaaluddin: It is narrated from Ibne Walid from Saffar from 
Ibne Yazid from Ibne Abu Umair from Aban bin Uthman from Aban bin 
Taghlib from Imam Ja'far Sadiq (a.s.) that he said: "The first to pledge 
allegiance to Qaim (a.s.) is Jibraeel, who would come down in the form 
of a white bird and give him an oath of allegiance.  

Then keeping one foot on the Holy Kaaba and another on the Holy Qods 

issue such a loud call (it means Speak aloud as mentioned in Quran 

27:82) that when the creatures hear it, they would cry: “Allah’s 

commandment has come, therefore do not desire to hasten it.”[17] 

White Bird was supposed to emerge or speak from the same 

place as happened. Black Stone will be on western side 

facing from the Mahdi’s house the Eastern side of Kaaba 

where Black stone is affixed will be facing towards the East 

from where the sun rises. Remember the Daabbatul Ard 

Peacock which will be big proof for Mahdi used to sit on the 

Black rock facing east & spoke for Mahdi on his calls.  

(Note:- If Allah just wanted to show the name of the bird pledging alliance 

to Mahdi irrespective of colour then he might have showed a white peacock 

to prophet Mohammed (s) who was supposed to pledge alliance to Mahdi 

first.The descriptions in various hadiths gave the colorful peacock as 

Daabbatul ard but the words of Biharul Anwar hadiths gave the name as 

white Bird to it (a white peacock). This white bird means a Peacock. It 

means white Peacock represented the name of the Bird but not its actual 

white colour & other descriptions of its color represented a colorful Peacock 



but not the white Peacock. And angel Jibraeel (a) adopted the colorful 

Peacock form to pledge alliance to Mahdi first. This is how the prophecy 

was in riddle form which confused entire mankind. So there is wisdom of 

Allah hidden in creation of white peacock also. Quran said an animal from 

earth will speak for the Mahdi & Hadiths said that Bird will be first to pledge 

alliance to Mahdi. Both statements of hadiths matched for Mahdi. So this 

white Bird is none other than the animal mentioned in Quran 27:82. And 2 

Esdras 1 replaced the Israel with land of edomites the India. And Israel’s 

national bird Hoopoe is now replaced with the Indian National Bird the 

Peacock.) 

 63- Al-Kafi: It is narrated from Muhammad bin Yahya etc. from 
Muhammad bin Ahmad from Musa bin Umar from Muhammad bin Sinan 
from Abu Saeed Qummat from Bukair bin Ayyan that he said: "I asked 
Imam Ja'far Sadiq (a.s.): Why is the Hajar Aswad placed at that 
particular pillar of Kaaba and why it was not placed at another pillar?  

 He replied: The Almighty Allah has placed it there, it is in fact a 
stone that the Almighty Allah had sent to Adam (a.s.) in Paradise and 
because of the renewal of covenant it was placed near that pillar. 
Because when the  Almighty Allah took covenant from human beings 
when they were in the loins of their progenitors it was taken at this same 
place. And on this same spot a bird will descend for Imam Qaim 
(a.s.) and will be the first to pledge allegiance for him and by Allah, 
he will be Jibraeel and on the same spot Imam Qaim would stand 
resting his back. And it is a proof for Imam Qaim (a.s.)." 

Note:-Mahsher (place of Judgement) will be on same place of daabbatul 

ard. It is also called as Lalish valley among Yazidis. Because Haakim 

Aadil (Judge) is Jesus Mahdi who judges cases. As per Bible also Jesus 

second is called as Judge. 

74- Kharaij: It is narrated from Saad from Yaqtini from Safwan from Abu 

Ali Khurasani from Aban bin Taghlib from Imam Ja'far Sadiq (a.s.) that 

he said: "As if I can see a bird perching on Hajar Aswad and a man has 

appeared below it, who is judging cases like Prophet Dawood and 

Sulaiman (a.s.) without asking for evidence." 



 

 91- Tafsir Ayyashi: It is narrated from Abdul Alaa Halabi that Imam 
Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) said with reference to the qualities of Imam Qai
m (a.s.) and the practice of His Eminence during the period of his reapp
earance:  

 Note:-This hadiths proves that the scenes of Nuh, Ibrahim, Musa,Is
a& Mohammed (s) will happen in life of Mahdi. The same thing is seen i
n Quran alahzab verse 7 about the covenant from all these below given 
5 prophets. It is interlinked with Alimran 81 also. 

"Imam Qaim (a.s.) will go into occultation from one of these passes and 

he pointed out to Zeetawa. Then he said: When two days remain from 

his rising, one of his special servants would come to his particular 

companions and ask: How many of you are there? He would reply: We 

are forty people. Then he will ask: What will you do if you see your 

Sahibul Amr? They will reply: If he goes from here and takes refuge at 

any mountain, we would also be with him. On the following night he 

would come and say: You may discuss among your friends. When they 

reach consensus and come with him the servant will bring them to the 

Imam. He would promise to them about the coming night. Then Imam 

Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) said: By Allah, as if I can see the Qaim leaning 

on Hajar Aswad and adjuring the people in the name of Allah and 

saying: O people, whoever argues with me about Allah, I am the 

worthiest of Allah. Whoever argues with me about Adam, I am the 

worthiest of Adam. Whoever argues with me about Nuh, I am the 

worthiest of Nuh. Whoever argues with me about Ibrahim, I am the 

worthiest of Ibrahim. Whoever argues with me about Musa, I am the 

worthiest of Musa. Whoever argues with me about Isa, I am the 

worthiest of Isa. Whoever argues with me about Muhammad (s.a.w.s.), I 

am the worthiest of Muhammad (s.a.w.s.). Whoever argues with me 

about the Book of the Almighty Allah, I am the worthiest of the Book of 

Allah. After that he will go to the Place of Ibrahim and pray two units of 

prayer and adjure the people in the name of Allah. Imam Muhammad 

Baqir (a.s.) then said: "Or, Who answers the distressed one when he 



calls upon Him and removes the evil, and He will make you successors 

in the earth. " (Surah Naml 27:62) .  In this verse, the word of 'distressed' 

denotes Imam Qaim (a.s.). After that first of all Jibraeel will pledge 

allegiance to him in the form of a bird perching on the niche; followed by 

three hundred and some persons (Note:-This means already Mahdi will 

be with 13 persons when the Bird pledges alliance before 300 persons). 

 (My Note: - The slaughters, the Arabs, Muqam Ibrahim, Meccans et
c are metaphorical which points to their attributes but not literal. These p
rophecies are toug sealed codes & hard for common man to understand. 
Here Meccan’s means the people of the village where Mahdi lives, the M
uqam Ibrahim means the “place of the Mahdi with who is father of many 
children” because the name Ibrahim means “father of many children”. Ar
abs means ignorant Muslims & slaughter of Nafse Zakiya means the spir
itual death of Mahdi’s companion by evil gang between the place of stan
ding & the house of Mahdi.Very intelligent people Bani are needed to un
derstand these tough codes on my explainations. And as per holy books 
those intelligent people are the Bani Israel who are caught under the dec
eption of Maseeh Dajjaal Mirza Ghulam ahmad & his vice-regents. And 
Allah sent me as a savior among that group who have been practicing th
e signs of Messiah since long upon a false Messiah Mahdi Mirza Ghula
m Ahmad the Main Maseeh Dajjaal. And it not so easy even for all of the
m but only few of them can understand it insha allaah. It’s 100% proved 
that Daabbatul Ard is revealed as Peacock.  

 Hadiths:- He will produce the treasures of Jerusalem, the Ark o
f the Covenant, the table of the People of Israel and the tablets, the 
robe (jubba) of the Prophet Adam (as), the staff of the Prophet Solo
mon (as) and the milk-white glove (like metaphorical Nectar the hid
den ultimate truth the wisdom of holy books)sent by Allah to the Pe
ople of Israel. (Ibn Hajar al-Haythami, Al-Qawl al-Mukhtasar fi `Alamat 
al-Mahdi al-Muntadhar, p. 33)) 

 81- It is narrated from the same chains directly from Abu Basir from 
ImamMuhammad Baqir (a.s.) that he said in a lengthy tradition: "Imam Q
aim (a.s.) will address his men: O people, these Meccans are not willing 
to submit, but I will send an envoy to them to exhaust the argument on t
hem.  



 Then he will call one of his men and say: Go to the Meccans and sa
y: I am the envoy of so-and-so who says: I am the Ahle Bayt of mercy an
d the mine of prophethood and caliphate. I am the essence of the proge
ny of Muhammad and other prophets. Since our Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) 
passed away, we have been continuously oppressed. We have been su
ppressed and our rights were trespassed. We seek help from you, pleas
e help us.  

 When the envoy conveys this message, they will apprehend and sla
ughter him between Rukn and Maqam and he is the same Nafse Zakiyy
a. When this news reaches Imam Qaim (a.s.) he would tell his men: Did 
I not say that these Meccans will not accept us? Then he would take 313 
men and descend from  

 the Tawa pass and reach the Sacred Mosque. He will pray four unit
s of prayers at Maqam Ibrahim and then leaning on Hajar Aswad, would 
praise and glorify the Almighty. He will mention the name of the Messen
ger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) and invoke blessings on him. Then he would deliv
er a sermon none has delivered before.  

 After this sermon, the first to pledge allegiance to him would be Jibr
aeel followed by Mikaeel. And along with them the Messenger of Allah (s
.a.w.s.) and Amirul Momineen (a.s.) will also arise. The Holy Prophet (s.
a.w.s.) would give a new book to Imam Qaim (a.s.), which would be very 
tough on the Arabs and it would bear a fresh seal. He will say to the Qai
m: Act according to whatever is mentioned therein. Then 300 of his men 
and some people from Mecca will pledge allegiance to him. 

 

 156- Ghaibat Nomani: It is narrated from Ali bin Ahmad from Ubaidu
llah bin Musa from Harun bin Muslim from Masadah bin Sadaqah from A
bdul Hamid Tawil from Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) regarding the vers
e:  

 "Or, Who answers the distressed one when he calls upon Him and r
emoves the evil, and He will make you successors in the earth. " (Surah 
Naml 27:62)  

"This verse is revealed about the Qaim (a.s.) and Jibraeel who sits on 

the spout in the form of a bird. Jibraeel will be the first to pay 



allegiance to the Qaim and then the three hundred and thirteen 

companions will pledge allegiance. Those (of the Qaim's companions), 

who are able to travel will arrive in time and those who cannot would 

disappear from their beds. It is the same that is mentioned in the saying 

of Allah: "Therefore hasten to (do) good works; wherever you are, Allah 

will bring you all together. " (Surah Baqarah 2:148) 

Imam Sadiq (a): “The first person who will pledge allegiance with the 

Qa’im (a) will be Gabriel who will ascend in the form of a white bird. He 

will then put one of his feet on the Ka’bah (Note:-Metaphorically the 

Mosque of Allah) and the other on Bayt al-Muqaddas and will call in 

Fasih and eloquent Arabic in such a way that all of the creation will hear 

him. He will state that the command of Allah has come; race toward it.” 

(Bihar al-Anwar, v.52, p.286) 

He replied: The Almighty Allah has placed it there, it is in fact a stone 

that the Almighty Allah had sent to Adam (a.s.) in Paradise and because 

of the renewal of covenant it was placed near that pillar. Because when 

the Almighty Allah took covenant from human beings when they were in 

the loins of their progenitors it was taken at this same place. And on this 

same spot a bird will descend for Imam Qaim (a.s.) and will be the first to 

pledge allegiance for him and by Allah, he will be Jibraeel and on the 

same spot Imam Qaim would stand resting his back. And it is a proof for 

Imam Qaim (a.s.).” 

Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) then said: 

“Or, Who answers the distressed one when he calls upon Him and 

removes the evil, and He will make you successors in the earth.” (Surah 

Naml 27:62) 

In this verse, the word of ‘distressed’ denotes Imam Qaim (a.s.). 

63- Al-Kafi: It is narrated from Muhammad bin Yahya etc. from 

Muhammad bin Ahmad from Musa bin Umar from Muhammad bin Sinan 

from Abu Saeed Qummat from Bukair bin Ayyan that he said: 

“I asked Imam Ja’far Sadiq (a.s.): Why is the Hajar Aswad placed at that 

particular pillar of Kaaba and why it was not placed at another pillar? 



After that first of all Jibraeel will pledge allegiance to him in the form of a 

bird perching on the niche (Note:-it means the White Bird will sit on a 

Black rock will certify Mahdi’s claim as true); followed by three hundred 

and some persons (Note:-This includes angels,Jins & few true humans 

the believers as per other hadiths). 

Then Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) said: Thus one who is capable to 

travel to him will immediately come to him and one who can’t will be 

taken away from his bed at night. And it is with regard to them that 

Amirul Momineen (a.s.) has said: It is these who would disappear from 

their beds and the Almighty Allah has said: 

 “Therefore hasten to (do) good works; wherever you are, Allah will bring 

you all together.” (Surah Baqarah 2:148) 

 

 

7) It will emerge from a Safa like Hill from eastern side of the Mahdi’s 

house just like Marwa which will be on other corner of the Safa hill 

with 980-1400 feet distance. There will be slowpe from Safa Hill 

towards the house of Mahdi just Safa & like Marwah places of 

Makkah. This will be a rectangular plot with measurements equal to 

Safa & Marwah places of Makkah. It will keep its leg on black stone 

& speak from behind the boxthorn & berry’s trees just like the 

angel Jibraeel (s) who appeared for Moses (a). The two corners of 

this rectangular area are called as Rukn & Muqam metaphorically 

in hadiths. And Mahdi’s house as mosque sahla the house of 

Ibrahim (a) (which means the house of many children’s father). 

There will be mountains & sand around the place of its emergence. 

There will be roots in the soil of Daabbatul ard’s emergence place. It will 

be a deserted little area away from village’s centre.It will be a small area 

the valley & it will drive people to the field of gathering (Mahsher) for 

judgment. 

Place of the Appearance of the Beast:  
The Beast will appear away from Makkah according to a saying from the 

Prophet. Baridah said: "The Prophet (sallallahu alayhe wa sallam) took 

me to a place in the desert, near Makkah. It was a dry piece of land 



surrounded by sand. The Prophet (sallallahu alayhe wa sallam) said, 

'The Beast will emerge from this place. It was a very small area. There 

was a root also through which daabbatul ard was supposed to emerge. " 

(Reported by Ibn Majah in his Sunan.)  

 

 And it is narrated from Muhammad bin Kaab Qurzi that Imam Ali (a.
s.) was asked about Dadbatul Ardh and he said: That Daabba will not ha
ve a tail, on the contrary he will be having a beard and this reply implies 
that he will be human.  

 Ibne Abbas has narrated that he will be a quadruped of the earth. 
His body will have fur and hair and he will have four legs.  

 Huzaifah has narrated from the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) that 
he said: Dabbatul Ardh will be seventy cubits in length(it 
metaphorically points to 70 inches) and he will move at such speed that 
no one will be able to catch him. He will mark the foreheads of the 
believers that they are believers and mark the forehead of the 
disbelievers that they are disbelievers. He will have the staff of Prophet 
Musa (a.s.) and the ring of Prophet Sulaiman (a.s.). He will mark the 
faces of the believers with the staff and the noses of the disbelievers 
with the ring, seeing which all will be addressed as: 'O believer' and 'O 
disbeliever'.  

It is also narrated from the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) that Dabbatul 

Ardh will come out three times. The first time he will come out from the 

side of Medina (A little away from city, in a deserted area) and his news 

will spread all over the desert (remote deserted area); but his news will 

not  reach Mecca (it means its news will not reach the village of Mahdi). 

Then he will live for a long time and after that the second time he will 

come out at Mecca; at that time his news will spread in the whole desert 

and also in Mecca (Its news will reach even to the village of Mahdi & 

also the deserted remote place from where it spoke). Then one day 

people will come to Masjidul Haraam and he will not threaten them and 

remain in the corner of the Masjid and even if he comes near, people will 

run to the right between Hajar Aswad and between Bani Makhzum and 

he will pass through the people dusting his head (these people are 

family of Mahdi &Peacock  passed dusting its  head without threatening 



by shouting). His face would be shinning like a brilliant star. Then he will 

enter the earth (it means it shall die or go back into earth if its an angel 

from earth or hide itself in the earth’s cave or under rocks) and no will be 

able to get him and people will stand up to pray to get refuge from him 

(people won’t be able to find him physically but also wish that its 

speaking to be removed through internet youtube videos). He will 

approach them from the rear and say: O so and so, you are praying now 

(its speaking through youtube videos only as already it has gone back 

physically but still remains in videos)? He will mark the faces of the 

people, which will distinguish the believers and disbelievers. Now people 

will address each other as: 'O believer' and 'O disbeliever'. 
 

Biharul Anwar Hadiths say that 

Mahdi will give a sermon claiming himself to be imam hasan, hussain, ali  

then in continuation of it  it is also narrated .. 

 

After that a walking creature (Daabba) will appear between the Rukn 

(metaphorically it means the Black stone which are there on Safa like 

Hill) and Maqam (Metaphorically The place of Ibrahim which means the 

place of Mahdi who will have many children. Meaning of Ibrahim =Father 

of many Children) and he will write on the forehead of the believer that 

he is a believer and mark the forehead of an infidel that he is an infidel. 

 

48- Ghaibat Tusi: It is narrated from Ibne Faddal from Hammad from 
Husain bin Mukhtar from Abu Nasr from Aamir bin Wathila from Amirul 
Momineen (a.s.) that he said: The Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) said: 
"Ten things are inevitable before Judgment Day: Sufyani, Dajjal, Smoke, 
Daabba, advent of the Qaim, rising of the sun from the west, splitting of 
the earth in the east, descent of Isa (a.s.) (later hadiths confirmed Qaim 
(Mahdi) & Jesus to be same), splitting of the earth in the Arabian Gulf, 
rising of a fire from the sea of Adn which will herd the people 
towards the field of gathering (Mahshar)."  (Note:-From this hadiths 
we come to know that the fire & Daabbatul ard both will drive 
people to the Mahsher which is the same place of daabbatul ard. 
Because in other hadiths it is written that daabbatul ard will drive 
people to mahsher) 



 

Ali bin Mahziyar Ahwazi 6- Ghaibat Tusi: It is narrated from a group of 
scholars from Talakbari from Ahmad bin Ali Raazi from Ali bin Husain 
from a man from Qazwin from Habib bin Muhammad bin Yunus bin 
Shazan Sanani that he said: 

 
I asked: When will this reappearance be (Mahdi’s re-appearance)? He 

replied: When you would be denied access to Kaaba. When the sun 

and the moon come together and will be surrounded by planets 

and stars. I asked: Son of the Messenger of Allah, when will this come 

about? He replied: In so-and-so year, when Dabbatul Ardh will appear 

between Safa and Marwah. Who would be having the staff of Prophet 

Musa (a.s.), the ring of Prophet Sulaiman (a.s.). He will usher the 

people to the field of gathering(Note:-This points to the Mahsher 

which is also called as Lalish Valley of Judgement among Yezidis 

of Iran. This also means that the place of Daabbatul Ard’s 

emergence shall be the shelter for world. It means the house of 

Mahdi in Nalgonda District, Bhongir).  

 

120- Kanz Jamiul Fawaid: Muhammad bin Abbas narrated from Ja’far 

bin Muhammad bin Husain from Abdullah bin Abdur Rahman from 

Muhammad bin Abdul Hamid from Mufaddal bin Salih from Jabir from 

Abu Abdullah Jadali who said: 

One day I went to Ali Ibne Abi Talib (a.s.) and he said: “I am the 

Dabbatul Ardh.” 

Among the signs regarding the reappearance of Imam Qaim (a.s.) 

mentioned by Amirul Momineen (a.s.) is the mention of the killing of 

Dajjal, after which he said: “Know that, after this is Tammatul Kubra.” 

“We asked what is Tammatul Kubra, O Amirul Momineen (a.s.)?” 

He replied: “The Dabbatul Ardh will appear near the Safa mountain. He 

will have the ring of Sulaiman and the staff of Musa (a.s.). He will touch 

that ring to the forehead of every believer and it will be imprinted that he 

is really a believer and when he touches the forehead of the infidels, it 

will show that he is really a Kafir etc.” 



8) It’s emergence is for the certification of Hoopoe (Hud Hud)’s 

speaking to prophet Sulaiman (a). Quran narrated the story of a 

bird’s speaking to him & hence the prophecised animal should also 

be a Bird equal in status. Quran, Hadiths, Bible, Hinduism books 

confirmed the coming of Mahdi from A.P., Hyderabad, India. And 

hence the national bird of Israel is Hoopoe (Hud Hud) & the 

national bird of India is Peacock. It is also proved from Quran’s 

numerical codes.  

 

9) It will be a big miracle for Mahdi to approach Maseeh Dajjaal the 

latest splendid pharaoh. The Maseeh Dajjaal’s claims of Daabbatul 

Ard will be swallowed by the true Daabbatul Ard’s miracle 

presented by Mahdi. First Maseeh Dajjaal would have presented 

this miracle as a fraud to public & then Mahdi will present this 

miracle just like the Moosa (a)’s scene. Mahdi will be having the 

Daabbatul Ard’s feathers which will be like the stick of Moosa (a) 

along with sulaiman (a)’s seal like structure on its end (peacock 

feathers bunch & the miracle of Peacock’s speaking as daabbatul 

ard). 

 

 

10) It will emerge in 2015 July Ramzan for first time, 2nd time during 

zilhaj Islamic month & then many times in same year. First it will 

emerge during forenoon, then on Friday evening & on different 

occasions. It will emerge in 3rd year of Mahdi’s appearing publicly 

with announcement from sky through satellite news channel. It will 

be angel Jibraeel (a) who will be managing all these affairs & hence 

the voice from news channel is considered as voice of Jibraeel (a) 

metaphorically in hadiths. All the ladies will also hear it in their 

homes who will be in veils. This year will be 40th year of Mahdi’s 

age after 1973 24rth March & it’s equal to 2012 A.D. So since 2012 

A.D. Ramzan July the third year is 2015 Ramzan July.All the 

believers faces present there will be shining & smiling with 

happiness.  

 



11) After it’s emergence all will run away from the spot except one 

group of believers only. And that group will be the Mahdi along 

with his own children. Their number will be 11 & 12th will be Mahdi 

himself.   

12) It will speak or answer the Mahdi’s call in the local language of 

Mahdi. Its voice will be heard between earth & heavens. Its answer 

to Mahdi will mean “I am, I am, Here I am (Mai Oo, Mai Oon, Mai 

Yaa, Mai Yaa, Mai Ya Oo” just like the words of Exodus 3:1-4:23 of 

Bible OT.  It will appear after emergence of Maseeh Dajjaal & after 

mankind’s unbelieving the true Mahdi despite of his many appeals. 

It will appear after the attacks upon Mahdi’s shelter in a house, 

Bani Kalb incident & after demolition of Mahdi’s house. It will 

emerge when Mahdi & his family will shift to a deserted place due 

to many difficulties. It will emerge after the death of Mahdi’s wife in 

presence of 13 persons including children of Mahdi & 3 followers. 

 

13) It will be a national Bird of the country against the national bird of 

Israel the Hoopoe. Because as per 2 Esdras Bible OT Allah was 

supposed to replace State of Israel with another nation & hence the 

national Bird Hoopoe will also be replaced with another one. It will 

be a big mystery, riddle, puzzle for mankind & it will come out to 

speak when Mahdi will be unbelieved by the mankind. Isa son of 

Maryam the Mahdi Mahadev will be the signs “aayaats” of end days 

though being a single man with family. Daabbatul Minarl Arz 

(Animal from the earth) will be angel Jibraeel in the form of a white 

bird along with all colors in it. It will not be a newly created animal 

of Allah but already existing in the earth since creations. Only it will 

be revealed to mankind out of suspence which Allah have 

maintained through mysterious riddle form prophecies. It will be 

mainly considered as animal which mostly walks on ground. This 

animal will be beloved in all religions as for the certification of all 

prophets as per Quran 3:81. All religions are from Allah & his true 

prophets. All religions speak the true one Allah’s existence with 

many names & attributes.  



 (Note:-Peacock is seen 80% white while dancing with open 

feathers from backside) 

 

14) Daabbatul Ard was supposed to emerge after appearing of Maseeh 

Dajjaal (with more than 100 signs of it), after construction of clock 

tower in Makkah, after death of King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia, after 

appearing of Kachina blue star, after four blood moons, after  

Bethlehem Star’s appearance, after 3 Tsunamies in east, west & 

Indian Peninsula, after Messiah Mahdi (with more than 1290 signs), 

after Narender Modi’s appointment as  P.M. of India & 5th Khalifa 

the 6th Maseeh dajjaal of Bani Israel (Ahmadiyya Muslims) Mirza 

Masroor Ahmad, after full telecommunication & internet 

development worldwide. It will be the proof for the Mahdi & a 

witness for the Mahdi’s visitors. It will appear during the period of 

telecommunication where Mahdi will be able to see the world in 

hand. And a man of east will be able to see his brother in west. It 

will be period of internet, skype, youtube, Facebook, twitter, email, 

mobile phones etc.  

 

15) It will be angel in the form of Peacock who will pass on the 

blessings to Faqir Baba (the Messiah Mahdi Mahadev) for 

mankind.It will be angel Melek Taus who generally adopt the form 

of Rainbow (which appear like fire if concentrated at on place) or 

the Peacock for the chosen apostle of Allah. The Melek Taus will 

appear to a Muslim faqir Baba (Messiah Mahdi) after the inhuman 

killings of the oldest religious people Yezidis of Iran. 
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